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West Antarctic Ice Streams 

T. HUGHES x 

Department of Geological Sciences, Institute for Quaternary Studies 
University of Maine at Orono, Orono, Maine 04473 

Solar heat is the acknowledged driving force for climatic change. However, ice sheets are also capable 
of causing climatic change. This property of ice sheets derives from the facts that ice and rock are 
crystalline whereas the oceans and atmosphere are fluids and that ice sheets are massive enough to depress 
the earth's crust well below sea level. These features allow time constants for glacial flow and isostatic 
compensation to be much larger than those for ocean and atmospheric circulation and therefore some- 
what independent of the solar variations that control this circulation. This review examines the nature of 
dynamic processes in ice streams that give ice sheets their degree of independent behavior and emphasizes 
the consequences of viscoplastic instability inherent in anisotropic polycrystalline solids such as glacial 
ice. Viscoplastic instability and subglacial topography are responsible for the formation of ice streams 
near ice sheet margins grounded below sea level. As a resuR the West Antarctic marine ice sheet is 
inherently unstable and can be rapidly carved away by calving bays which migrate up surging ice streams. 
Analyses of tidal flexure along floating ice stream margins, stress and velocity fields in ice streams, and ice 
stream boundary conditions are presented and used to interpret ERTS 1 photomosaics for West Antarc- 
tica in terms of characteristic ice sheet crevasse patterns that can be used to monitor ice stream surges and 
to study calving bay dynamics. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The basic proposition of this review is that West Antarctic 

ice streams are inherently unstable components of the Antarc- 

tic ice sheet and, by controlling the stability of the marine 

portion of this ice sheet, are capable of influencing global 

climatic stability. Before this proposition can be developed, it 
is useful to define certain glaciological terms. An ice sheet is a 

continent-sized mass of ice and snow thick enough to flow 

under its own weight, behaving as a unified dynamic system, 
and consisting of terrestrial portions grounded on continental 
shields that are above sea level when unglaciated, marine 

portions grounded on continental shelves that are below sea 
level when unglaciated, and floating portions called ice shelves. 

Ice sheets form from growing mountain glaciers and from the 

coalescence of ice caps, which are grounded and have centers 

of spreading called ice domes. Ice shelves form from thick- 
ening sea ice and from the coalescence of ice streams, which 
are fast-flowing currents of ice in marine ice caps or the marine 

portion of an ice sheet. Outlet glaciers are ice streams that flow 
in fjords through coastal mountains. Ice rises are ice domes 
which exist where ice shelves are grounded on bedrock pinning 

points. 

Perhaps only two ice sheets can form on our planet [Hughes, 
1975a; Hughes et al., 1977], an Arctic ice sheet (of which the 
Greenland ice sheet is a remnant) and an Antarctic ice sheet 

(which has predominantly terrestrial ice domes in its eastern 

hemisphere portion and predominantly marine ice domes in its 
western hemisphere portion). In this review the terms ice dome 
and ice shelf are used to distinguish the grounded and floating 

portions of an ice sheet. 
Recent studies [Hughes, 1972a, 1973a, b, 1974, 1975a, b, 

1976; Johnsen et al., 1972; Whillans, 1973; Langway et al., 

1974; Weertman, 1974; Denton and Borns. 1974; Thomas, 1976] 

have examined various aspects of the question, 'Is the West 

Antarctic ice sheet disintegrating?' This proposition is summa- 

x Also at National Center for Atmospheric Research, Boulder, Col- 
orado 80307. 
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rized in Figure 1 and consists 6f 10 postulates. (1) During 
global ice ages the Antarctic ice sheet expands to the edge of 

the Antarctic continental shelf, shown by the dashed 500-m 

bathymetry contour in Figure 1. (2) Glacial flow near the ice 

sheet margin becomes concentrated in fjords and channels 

between mountains and islands along the coast to form outlet 

glaciers and ice streams, shown by the dotted areas in Figure 1. 
(3) At the end of an ice age these outlet glaciers and ice streams 

punch through the ablating ice shelves fringing Antarctica and 

surge along glacially eroded bedrock troughs, as shown by the 

arrows in Figure 1. (4) The Ross and Filchner-Ronne ice 
shelves were created because ice shelf grounding lines retreated 

up surging West Antarctic ice streams faster than the ice shelf 
margins retreated by iceberg calving. (5) Retreat of an ice shelf 

grounding line is slowed when the surging ice streams and 
outlet glaciers can no longer effectively punch through the ice 

shelf. (6) Retreat of the ice shelf grounding line stops when it 

reaches high bedrock up-down sills in ice stream channels and 
upward steps in glacier fjords. (7) Foredeepening by glacial 
erosion creates low sills at the front of ice stream channels 

ending at the edge of the continental shelf and high steps at the 
rear of outlet glacier fjords beginning at the edge of the conti- 
nental shield. (8) The Antarctic ice sheet is primarily grounded 

over a continental shield in its eastern hemisphere portion and 

a continental shelf in its western hemisphere portion, so the 

East Antarctic ice sheet is inherently stable because outlet 

glacier grounding lines cannot retreat beyond high steps, and 

the West Antarctic ice sheet is inherently unstable because ice 

stream grounding lines can retreat beyond low sills. (9) A basal 

water layer uncouples ice from the bed under outlet glaciers 

and ice streams, giving them concave surfaces which migrate 
into the heart of an ice sheet during a surge because ice-bed 

uncoupling moves inland ahead of a retreating ice shelf 

grounding line. (10) The West Antarctic ice sheet is presently 

disintegrating, stable, or growing, depending on whether the 

surface inflection lines and ice shelf grounding lines associated 

with West Antarctic ice streams are retreating, stationary, or 

advancing. 

The above 10 postulates can be tested by an intensive in- 

vestigation of the dynamics of outlet glaciers and ice streams. 

Byrd Glacier begins as an ice stream behind the Transantarctic 
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Fig. 1. The role of ice streams in disintegration of the West Antarctic ice sheet during the Holocene. Letters A through 
U identify the major West Antarctic ice streams presently active, the letters being located at the ice dome-ice shelfjunction. 
Dotted areas on the ice dome side of the junction identify the concave surge basins of the ice streams. Dotted areas on the 
ice shelf side of the junction identify the bedrock troughs eroded by the surging ice streams when they retreated from the 
continental shelf margin. The dashed line identifies the continental shelf margin of West Antarctica and the approximate 
limit of the West Antarctic ice domes during the Wisconsin. The solid line identifies the present limit of the West Antarctic 
ice domes. The hatchured lines identify the present limits of West Antarctic ice shelves. Black areas identify unglaciated 
regions and regions where glaciated mountains project above the ice sheet. Arrows show the continuity between past and 
present ice streams during disintegration of the West Antarctic ice sheet. These arrows emphasize the fact that present 
Antarctic outlet glaciers are merely the remnants of huge ice streams that extended to the continental shelf margin during 
the Wisconsin and retreated during the Holocene to the mountain barrier separating shelf portions from shield portions of 
the Antarctic continent and the corresponding marine portions from terrestrial portions of-the Antarctic ice sheet. 
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TABLE 1. Approximate Equilibrium 

Velocity 
Width? Depth, ø Velocity, c Velocity, c Length, Travel Change, 

km km m/yr m/yr km Time, yr m/yr 

1100-m contour g 120 --,1.1 --,ll7 

230 45 196 + 227 

Fjord entrance h 28 --, 1.6 --,344 
348 40 115 + 8 

Grounding zone' 23 1.9 352 
476 50 105 +248 

Fjord exit • 32 0.8 600 
546 26 46 -64 

Lateral rift • 41 0.7 536 

aMeasured across glacier surface. 
øMeasured along cross section X-X' with depths extrapolated across regions where bottom radar 

reflections vanish. 

•'Based on velocity profile measured across cross section Y-Y', surface width (26 km) and mean ice 
thickness (0.8 km) at cross section Y-Y', and measured surface widths and section X-X' thicknesses 
of other cross sections, assuming that ice flux across all cross sections was constant and surface mass 
balance between cross sections was nil. 

dUpstream depth, Lz'; downstream depth, Lz". Upstream width, Ly'; downstream width, Ly". 
eGiven by e, = In (L,"/L,'), e• = In (Ly"/L•'), ex = -(• + •). 

Mountains, becomes an outlet glacier as it passes through the 
mountains, and ends as an ice stream penetrating the Ross Ice 
Shelf. Figure 2 and Table 1 suggest some important features of 
Byrd Glacier. (1) Byrd Glacier has the velocity and chaotic 

surface characteristic of a surge. (2) The surge cannot propa- 
gate into the East Antarctic ice sheet because the Ross Ice Shelf 

grounding line cannot propagate beyond a bedrock step at 
the end of Byrd Glacier fjord. (3) Surface elevation contours 
show that Byrd Glacier has a concave surface on the ice dome 

side of the grounding line and a convex surface on the ice shelf 

side of the grounding line, consistent with extending and com- 
pressive flow in these respective regions. (4) Transverse, shear, 
and longitudinal crevasses predominate for the regions of con- 
verging, laminar, and diverging flow in the ice dome, ice fjord, 
and ice shelf portions of Byrd Glacier, respectively. (5) High 
crevasse density, indicated by regions where aerial radar 

sounding signals are not returned, decreases abruptly across 
the grounding line which separates the grounded and floating 
parts of Byrd Glacier and across the maximum slope surface 
inflection lines which separate Byrd Glacier from the ice 
domes and the ice shelf. (6) Changes in crevasse orientation 
and density require changes in the direction and magnitude of 
the principal surface strain rates, which require ice recrys- 
tallization to create new grain fabrics. (7) Rapid upstream ice 
thickening toward the grounding line of the floating portion of 
Byrd Glacier and ice flux calculations suggest nonequilibrium 
conditions and grounding line advance. (8) The velocity pro- 
file across Byrd Glacier, determined by monitoring crevasse 
migrations by means of aerial photogrammetry, is a measure 
of the frictional resistance of the fjord walls to glacial flow. (9) 
The longitudinal and transverse cross sections across Byrd 
Glacier suggest broad and narrow grounding zones with 
pinned and hinged boundary conditions during tidal flexure, 

respectively. (10) Seawater entering bottom crevasses during 
tidal flexure allows them to migrate upward and meet surface 

crevasses, thereby providing the only break in continuity of the 
ice dome-ice stream-ice shelf dynamic system, as can be seen 

by the lateral rifts in the floating portion of Byrd Glacier that 
begin in tidal flexure zones along the sides of Byrd Glacier 
fjord. 

All these features will be examined more closely in the 

following sections. First, the important role of ice crystal 
anisotropy in global climatic stability is pinpointed by analyz- 
ing stable, unstable, and metastable equilibrium in terms of the 

cryosphere, hydrosphere, and atmosphere components of the 
earth's climatic machine; the ice dome, ice stream, and ice shelf 

components of the cryosphere; and the elastic, slow vis- 

coplastic, and fast viscoplastic stages of polycrystalline ice 
deformation. Second, an attempt is made to quantitatively 
relate ice crystal anisotropy to viscoplastic instability during 
the deformation of polycrystalline ice. Third, this quantitative 
relationship is applied to elastic-viscoplastic tidal flexure along 
the ice dome-ice shelf junction of ice streams and outlet gla- 
ciers. Fourth, the stress and velocity fields of ice streams and 
outlet glaciers are described for homogeneous flow and com- 

pared with nonhomogeneous flow related to viscoplastic in- 
stability arising from crystal anisotropy in glacial ice. Fifth, 

boundary conditions along the sides, at the grounding line, 
and on the surface of an ice stream are related to zones of 

viscoplastic instability, ice shelf constraints, and crevasse pat- 
terns, respectively. Sixth, the relationship between viscoplastic 
instability and surface crevasse patterns is applied to photo 
interpretation of ERTS 1 imagery to investigate the character 
of ice streams, outlet glaciers, ice shelves, ice rises, and calving 
bays associated with the West Antarctic ice sheet. 

2. STABLE, UNSTABLE, AND METASTABLE EQUILIBRIUM 

a. Cryosphere-Hydrosphere-A tmosphere 
Climatic Stability 

Solar energy drives the earth's climatic machine, and varia- 

tions in solar input provide the primary trigger for climatic 
fluctuations, given the present distribution of continents and 
oceans. These variations are caused by changes in solar output 
(correlated with sunspot activity and reversals in polarity of 
the sun's magnetic field), changes in solar radiation reaching 
the earth (correlated with variations in the eccentricity of the 
earth's orbit), changes in the amount of solar radiation reach- 

ing various latitudes on the earth's surface (correlated with 
variations in the tilt of the earth's rotation axis relative to its 

orbital plane), changes in the amount of solar radiation fil- 
tered through the earth's atmosphere (correlated with atmo- 
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Strain Rates Expected for Byrd Glacier 

Normalized Distance 

Change a Strain e Strain Rate/10-8/yr 

L•"/L•' Ly"/Ly' ez ey ex •z •y ix 

1.451 0.233 '• '+0.372 - 1.457 + 1.085 + 1.9 -7.4 + 5.5 

(+5.1) 
1.187 0.821 +0.171 -0.197 +0.026 + 1.5 - 1.7 +0.2 

(+0.2) 
0.421 1.390 -0.865 +0.329 +0.536 -8.2 +3.1 +5.1 

(+5.0) 
0.875 1.280 -0.134 +0.247 -0.113 -2.9 +5.4 -2.5 

(-2.5) 

fCalculated by dividing strains by travel times. Strain rate dx was also calculated by dividing 
velocity change by length and is given in parentheses. 

gApproximate maximum slope surface inflection line marking beginning of Byrd Glacier. 
hCoincides approximately with 600-m elevation contour. 
'Assumed to occur where radar reflections vanish at bottom surface along cross section X-X'. 
JLocated at beginning of lateral rift zone separating floating part of Byrd Glacier from Ross Ice 

Shelf. 

•End of southern lateral rift used because rift is shortest. 

spheric turbidity, cloudiness, and carbon dioxide content), and 
radiation changes caused by combinations of these variations. 

Since some variations are periodic and others are not, the net 
solar energy flux varies in a semipredictable way from the 11- 

yr sunspot cycle to the 96,600-yr cycle of orbital eccentricity 
variations. Known variations in solar output are small and 

short term in comparison with variations in solar input to the 
earth caused by changing planetary motions. Hence the former 
affect weather, and the latter affect climate. 

The cryosphere, hydrosphere, and atmosphere components 
of the earth's climatic machine have markedly different prop- 
erties determined by their solid, liquid, and gaseous physical 
states and their differences in mass and distribution over the 

earth's surface. These differences and their consequences for 
climatic stability have been discussed elsewhere [Hughes, 
1973a]. These properties are compared in Table 2. 

The hydrosphere consists mainly of the oceans. The heat 
capacity, mass, and momentum of the climatic machine are 

essentially ocean values, so the thermal and dynamic inertia of 

the oceans maintains the overall climatic stability which makes 

our planet habitable. Variations in solar input cause small 
short-term and large long-term perturbations in this funda- 
mental climatic stability. . 

Short-term perturbations affect atmospheric circulation. 
The atmosphere consists mainly of the troposphere. The ki- 

netic energy of the climatic machine is essentially tropospheric 

kinetic energy. However, the troposphere has the lowest mass 

and highest velocity of all components in the earth's climatic 

machine. Hence variations in its kinetic energy due to changes 

in solar input do not result in momentum changes that are 

large enough and long enough to change oceanic momentum. 

Consequently, the atmosphere controls only small short-term 

climatic variations such as changes in weather. 

Long-term perturbations affect cryospheric flow. The cryo- 
sphere, especially the flowing cryosphere, consits mainly of ice 

sheets. The mass and heat capacity of ice sheets are a signifi- 
cant fraction of those for the oceanic surface layer driven by 

atmospheric winds. By changing sea level, ice sheets adjust this 

fraction and regulate the surface area of ocean-atmosphere 
coupling. External ice sheet flow (growth and decay of ice 

sheets) is solar driven because ice sheets are part of the cryo- 
sphere-hydrosphere-atmosphere climatic machine. But inter- 
nal ice sheet flow (creep deformation and basal sliding) is 
gravity driven because ice is a crystalline solid. Time constants 

for both types of flow and for crustal isostatic adjustments to 
growing or decaying ice sheets are much slower than, and 

hence independent of, those for ocean and atmospheric circu- 

lation. These features of ice sheets allow ice sheet dynamics to 
change the dynamics of the earth's climatic machine and at the 

same time maintain a degree of independence from the cli- 

matic machine. Consequently, ice sheets help control large 
long-term climatic variations such as glacial-interglacial ages. 

TABLE 2. Selected Physical Characteristics of the Components of the Cryosphere-Hydrosphere- 
Atmosphere Dynamic System 

Cryosphere Hydrosphere 

Land Sea Deep Surface Atmosphere 

Component circulation time, yr 1 X 104 2 X 10 ø 1 X 1• 1 X 10 •4 5 X 10 -•' 
H•.O residence time, yr I X 105 5 X 10 -• 5 X 108 1 X 11Y I X 10 -•' 
Heat capacity, cal/øC 1 X 10 •'•' I X 10 •* 1 X 10 •4 5 X 11Y • 6 X 10 •'ø 
Mass, kg 3 X 10 •9 5 X 10 •6 1 X 11Y • 1 X 10 •'ø 5 X l018 
Momentum, kgm/yr 9 X 10 •'ø 3 X 10 •'8 1 X 10 •'5 1 X 100'7 2 X 100'7 
Kinetic energy, kg m•'/yr •' 3 X 11Y •' 2 X 1080 1 X 11Y 9 I X 10 84 8 X 1085 
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Fig. 3. Viscoplastic instability in ice streams and outlet glaciers 
related to the flow curve, the creep curve, and the energy curve for 
polycrystalline ice. The five stages of strain in polycrystalline ice are 
elastic strain (stage 1), transient strain (stage 2), slow steady state 
strain (stage 3), transitional strain (stage 4), and fast steady state strain 
(stage 5). These stages are defined by the creep curve (strain versus 
time). On the flow curve (strain versus stress) the elastic limit stress 
coincides with the end of stage 1, the upper yield stress coincides with 
the middle of stage 3, and the lower yield stress coincides with the 
beginning of stage 5. On the energy curve, metastable equilibrium 
exists during stage 1, unstable equilibrium exists during stage 3, and 
stable equilibrium exists during stage 5, the transition from metastable 
to unstable equilibrium occurring during stage 2 and the transition 
from unstable to stable equilibrium occurring during stage 4. Hence 
the energy curve has zero slopes during the time-independent stages 1, 
3, and 5 and maximum slopes during the time-dependent stages 2 and 
4, which represent rates of zero and maximum energy change, respec- 
tively. The interfaces between the ice dome, ice stream, and ice shelf in 
the ice sheet dynamic system are regions where viscoplastic instability 
occurs. Viscoplastic instability occurs at the strain where the creep and 
flow curves coincide and causes recrystallization of glacial ice. A 
transition from flow dominated by hard glide to flow dominated by 
easy glide which causes a strain rate increase •5 = 10 i, in the creep 
curve (constant stress) causes a stress decrease a5 = 10-•/*a, in the flow 
curve (constant strain rate), since • cc a 3 for ice. 

Each major component of the earth's cryosphere-hydro- 

sphere-atmosphere climatic machine plays a unique role in 
determining climatic equilibrium. Oceans constitute the com- 

ponent which responds reversibly to variations in solar input 
and is therefore in a state of stable equilibrium which acts to 

maintain a steady state climate. The troposphere is the com- 

ponent which responds irreversibly to variations in solar input 
and is therefore in a state of unstable equilibrium which can 

sustain only small short-term climate changes. Ice sheets con- 

stitute the component having internal independent behavior 
which responds reversibly to small variations in solar input 

and having external dependent behavior which responds ir- 

reversibly to large variations in solar input. Therefore ice 
sheets exist in a state of metastable equilibrium which can 

sustain large long-term climate changes. The metastability, 
size, and distribution of ice sheets enable them to cause cli- 

matic change, as well as to be affected by climatic change, 

whereas the oceans and atmosphere are only affected by cli- 

matic change. It seems that solar input and ice sheet dynamics 

combine with continental drift to regulate the earth's climatic 
machine. 

b. Ice Dome-Ice Stream-Ice Shelf Stability 

Metastability in the cryosphere component of the earth's 
climatic machine is a result of inherent stable, unstable, and 

metastable equilibrium conditions which exist in the polar ice 

cover. Equilibrium in the polar ice cover consists of a delicate 
mass balance relationship between ice on land and on sea. 
Thickening of land ice causes ice caps to expand onto conti- 
nental shelves which are below sea level. Thickening of sea ice 

causes pack ice to be transformed into ice shelves. 

Ice caps grounded on continental shields form from snow 
fields over land which is above sea level when unglaciated. 

Examples of glaciated continental shields are East Antarctica 
and Greenland at present and Canada and Scandinavia in the 

past. Ice caps spreading over continental shields are in rela- 
tively stable equilibrium because sheetflow extends to the mar- 

gin, permitting strong ice-bed coupling along the margin. 

Stable equilibrium results when the ice cap is able to adjust 
reversibly to climatic perturbations which change its mass 
balance regime [Nye, 1960a; Weertman, 1961]. 

Ice caps grounded on continental shelves form from a com- 
bination of thickening sea ice and transgression of land ice 
from continental shields as sea level falls. Examples of gla- 

ciated continental shelves are West Antarctica at present and 

the Barents Sea in the past. Ice caps grounded on continental 
shelves are in relatively unstable equilibrium because sheetflow 
becomes streamflow at the margin, resulting in strong ice-bed 

uncoupling along the margin. Streamflow results because 
mountains and islands typically exist along continental mar- 

gins, so ice must flow between mountains as outlet glaciers and 
between islands as ice streams. Ice-bed uncoupling is a result 

of basal water generated by the frictional heat of ice deforma- 

tion in streamflow. Unstable equilibrium results when the ice 

sheet adjusts irreversibly to climatic perturbations which in- 
fluence precipitation and sea level. Ice sheets grounded below 
sea level on continental shelves are inherently unstable with 

respect to these external climatic perturbations [Weertman, 
1974], internal glacial perturbations which cause ice streams to 

surge [Hughes, 1975a, 1976], and the delayed isostatic response 
of crustal loading or unloading by ice sheets [Thomas, 1976]. 

Ice shelves are necessary to stabiiize a polar ice cover con- 
sisting of sea ice and land ice grounded on both continental 
shields (terrestrial ice domes) and continental shelves (marine 

ice domes), because the ice streams draining marine ice domes 

can plow through thin pack ice but not thick shelf ice. Hence 
ice shelves buttress in the inherently unstable marine ice sheets 

by stabilizing surges of its ice streams. Without this buttressing 
effect of ice shelves the ice stream surges would be unstable 
and would draw the marine ice dome down until it became a 

floating ice shelf. A climatic perturbation which removes the 

fringing ice shelf therefore also removes the marine ice dome 
and thereby fundamentally changes the equilibrium of the 

whole polar ice cover. An ice shelf has two equilibrium lines, 
one along its calving margin which is controlled by atmo- 
spheric temperature and one on its underside which is con- 

trolled by both ocean temperature and salinity [Mercer, 1968]. 
Since ice shelves are almost flat, a small climatic fluctuation 

which influences atmospheric temperature and ocean temper- 

ature or salinity can cause large displacements of the ice shelf 
equilibrium lines. All portions of the ice shelf on the ablation 

side of the equilibrium lines must eventually disappear if the 

climatic perturbation lasts long enough. Since small per- 

turbations are generally of shorter duration than large per- 
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turbations, the ice shelf margin advances or retreats reversibly 

for small perturbations and irreversibly for large per- 
turbations. Hence the ice shelf exists in a state of metastable 

equilibrium. 

During ice ages, both the arctic and the antarctic have polar 

ice sheets consisting of unified ice dome-ice stream-ice shelf 

dynamic systems having stable, unstable, and metastable com- 

ponents. Today, only the antarctic ice sheet has these com- 

ponents. Specifically, the marine West Antarctic ice domes are 

held in unstable equilibrium between the terrestrial East Ant- 
arctic ice domes in stable equilibrium and the Ross, Filchner- 

Ronne, and smaller ice shelves in metastable equilibrium. If 

these ice shelves disappear, as they probably did during the last 
interglacial [Mercer, 1968], ice stream surges will be uncon- 

tained and will lead to rapid disintegration of the inherently 
unstable West Antarctic ice domes. Hence only the inherently 
stable East Antarctic and Greenland ice domes can be ex- 

pected to survive during a full prolonged interglacial age. Even 

though external [ Weertman, 1961, 1964a] and internal [ Wilson, 

1964; Budd, 1975] instability mechanisms can theoretically also 
reduce these ice domes, there is no conclusive evidence from 

sea levels that the mechanisms operated on a large scale during 
interglacials in East Antarctica and Greenland. Hollin [1972] 

discusses the evidence for this type of surge. 

c. Viscoplastic Instability in 

Polycrystalline Ice 

Unstable equilibrium inherent in marine ice domes is related 

partly to time variations in the progressive uncoupling of ice 

from bedrock across the ice dome-ice shelf junction and partly 
to time variations in the deformation of ice itself. Figure 3 

relates the flow curve (stress versus strain) and the creep curve 
(strain versus time) to conditions of metastable, unstable, and 

stable equilibrium in glacial ice during deformation. Vis- 

coplastic instability occurs at the strain where the flow and 

creep curves intersect. Five stages of strain can be identified 

from the slope of the creep curve for glacial ice having an 

initially random crystallographic orientation of grains. The 
slope of the creep curve is infinite for elastic strain (stagg 1), 
decreases for transiem strain (stage 2), has a finite minimum 

for slow steady state strain (stage 3), increases for transitional 

strain (stage 4), and has a finite maximum for fast steady state 

strain (stage 5). Fracture can terminate any of these stages if 

the strain rate is too rapid for a given ice temperature. The 
crevasse density in West Antarctic ice streams would therefore 

be an indication of increasing strain rates due to progressive 
ice-bed uncoupling toward the ice dome-ice shelf junction. 

Slow steady state strain is commonly reported for creep of 

randomly oriented polycrystalline ice and creep for single- 

crystal ice oriented to permit only nonbasal slip (hard glide). 
Fast steady state strain is commonly reported for creep of 

strongly oriented polycrystalline ice and for creep of single- 

crystal ice oriented to permit only basal slip (easy glide). 

Hence slow and fast steady state strain are controlled by hard 

and easy glide, respectively, and the transitional strain separa- 
ting them occurs during recrystallization from a hard glide ice 

fabric to an easy glide ice fabric. 

The transition from hard to easy glide is illustrated in Figure 

4 and in the schematic energy diagram in Figure 3. The lattice 

energy before the creep stress is applied consists mainly of the 
lattice distortion in grain boundaries due to the random align- 

ment of crystals and represents a condition of metastable 

equilibrium. When the stress is applied, lattice distortion 

grows in the grains themselves because dislocations moving via 

easy glide in individual grains pile up at high-angle grain 

Fig. 4. Viscoplastic instability and recrystallization from random 
to preferred ice fabrics. The strain field is shown as arrows acting on 
the squares, ice crystals are polygons inside the squares, and basal slip 
planes are parallel lines inside the polygons. Randomly oriented poly- 
crystalline ice is in unstable equilibrium with respect to a given strain 
field (top squares), so that strain leads to viscoplastic instability (cen- 
ter squares) and results in a preferred ice fabric in stable equilibrium 
with the strain field (bottom squares). The projected recrystallized ice 
fabric gives a four-pole preferred orientation for a uniaxial tensile 
strain (left) and a single-pole preferred orientation for a simple shear 
strain (right). Recrystallization begins when stress is concentrated in 
high-angle grain boundaries which cause easy glide (basal slip) in one 
grain to be transmitted as hard glide (nonbasal slip) in neighboring 
grains. Strain hardening results. During recrystallization, favorably 
oriented grains (white polygons in center squares) nucleate in high- 
angle grain boundaries and grow at the expense of unfavorably orien- 
ted grains until only low-angle grain boundaries remain. Strain soft- 
ening results. More strain softening results from simple shear than 
from uniaxial tension because simple shear created the lowest-angle 
grain boundaries. In an ice stream, simple shear predominates toward 
the sides, and uniaxial tension predominates toward the center. 
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TABLE 3. Equilibrium Conditions Influencing Global Climatic 
Stability 

Metastable Unstable Stable 

Component Equilibrium Equilibrium Equilibrium 

Climatic machine 

Cryosphere 
Atmosphere 
Hydrosphere 

Ice sheet dynamics 
Floating 
Marine 

Terrestrial 

Ice deformation 

Elastic 

Slow steady state 
Fast steady state 

ice sheets 

ice shelves 

no glide 

troposphere 

ice streams 

hard glide 

oceans 

ice domes 

easy glide 

boundaries where lattice energy and distortion are greatest. 
Metastable equilibrium becomes unstable equilibrium when 

new grains oriented to favor easy glide are nucleated in these 
grain boundaries and grow at the expense of old grains orien- 
ted to favor hard glide. Recrystallization results in a state of 
stable equilibrium in which nearly all grains are oriented to 
favor easy glide and dislocations therefore move across small- 

angle grain boundaries with minimal pileup. The pileup which 

does occur is reflected in the lower strain rate for easy glide in 

polycrystalline ice having a single-maximum fabric compared 

to easy glide in single-crystal ice. Conversely, the fact that the 
strain rate is higher for hard glide in polycrystalline ice having 
a single-maximum fabric than for hard glide in single-crystal 
ice is evidence that some easy glide occurs in the poly- 
crystalline ice. 

If Figure 3 is an accurate qualitative representation of creep, 

then slow steady state strain (stage 3) is really a stage of 
unstable equilibrium which exists only as an inflection point 

on the creep curve between transient strain (stage 2) and 

transitional strain (stage 4). Therefore all data reported in the 

literature for creep tests on randomly oriented polycrystalline 
ice that were terminated prior to recrystallization are measure- 

ments of unstable steady state strain controlled by hard glide. 
Most creep data are of this type, following the precedent 

established by Glen [1955] in his pioneering study of creep in 

polycrystalline ice. Homogeneous flow in glaciers and ice 
sheets is probably mainly stable steady state creep controlled 

by easy glide, since the stress distribution should remain essen- 
tially constant long enough for stage 5 to be attained. How- 

ever, when one homogeneous flow regime changes to another 

homogeneous flow regime, the grain fabric preferred by the 

old regime may not be suited to the new regime. In such cases, 
recrystallization must occur before a new grain fabric allows 

the new flow regime to attain stage 5 stable equilibrium. The 

nonhomogeneous flow regime that prevails during the transi- 

tions must pass through stage 3 unstable equilibrium where 
steady state creep is controlled by hard glide, as has been 

studied by Glen [1955] and most of his successors. 
Stage 3 steady state strain is expected in glaciers and ice 

sheets whenever the stress regime changes rapidly. High stress 
gradients will characterize these conditions. Regions where 

stage 3 deformation should predominate are in surging por- 
tions of glaciers, in glacier ice falls, in active crevasse fields, 

around bedrock projections into moving ice, alongside ice 
streams, along ice dome-ice shelf junctions, where glaciers 

make sharp bends, and in regions of ice sheets where thermal 
convection is important (if it occurs at all). These are all 
regions of nonhomogeneous flow and are often the most inter- 
esting regions of a glacier or. ice sheet. 

No comprehensive theory of nonhomogeneous flow in gla- 
ciers and ice sheets exists. Classical glaciological theory as- 

sumes homogeneous flow and is adequate for all conditions 
controlled by stage 5 stable equilibrium. Nonhomogeneous 
flow is controlled by stage 3 unstable equilibrium, which is 
really transient strain on the verge of recrystallization. This is 
the essence of slow steady state strain controlled by hard glide, 
and this is what makes it unstable. The first steps in formulat- 

ing a nonhomogeneous flow theory must begin with the ice 
crystals themselves, because nonhomogeneous flow is a con- 
sequence of crystal anisotropy. 

Nonhomogeneous flow in ice streams occurs across the 

maximum-slope inflection lines on the surface, across the ice- 
water-rock interfaces on the bed, and across the tidal flexure 

zones along the sides. These are all boundary regions having 
high stress gradients where viscoplastic instability will be asso- 
ciated with stage 3 unstable equilibrium and steady state creep 
is controlled by hard glide. Creep controlled by hard glide 
results in strain hardening, as demonstrated by Hawkes and 
Melior [1972] and illustrated by the flow curve in Figure 3. 
Strain hardening occurs between the elastic limit and the upper 
yield stress. The upper yield stress is the maximum stress of 
slow steady state strain controlled by hard glide, and it occurs 
at the strain of viscoplastic instability. Stress then decreases 

during strain softening until it stabilizes at the lower yield 
stress of fast steady state strain controlled by easy glide. 

If instability in the earth's cryosphere-hydrosphere-atmo- 
sphere climatic machine is strongly influenced by ice stream 

instability in the marine portions of polar ice sheets, it is 
equally clear that ice stream instability is a manifestation of 
viscoplastic instability in ice crystals themselves. The next 
section presents a model showing how viscoplastic instability 

(a) (b) (c) 

Fig. 5. (a) Single-crystal, (b) bicrystal, and (c) tricrystal specimens 
being pulled with an average uniaxial tension e. Each crystal is loaded 
separately with stress e•, where i - 1, 2, 3. The angles between the 
tensile axis and the slip plane and slip direction are a and •, respec- 
tively, where •- is the shear stress resolved on the slip plane and in the 
slip direction. The dominant slip planes of the various crystals are 
shaded. 
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Fig. 6. The perfect elastic-plastic uniaxial flow curve for the single 
crystal loaded in Figure 5a. In this curve and subsequent uniaxial flow 
curves, a is the uniaxial applied stress, e is the uniaxial uniform strain, 
e' and e" are elastic and plastic uniaxial strains, a0 is the uniaxial yield 
point, and E is the elastic modulus. 

showed that strain hardening resulted from hard glide. Weert- 

man [1963] cited hard glide as controlling the creep behavior of 
randomly oriented polycrystalline ice. Therefore the creep 
curve for this ice is a result of strain hardening. 

Stresses built up in a grain by dislocations are relieved when 
the dislocations migrate across the grain boundaries into 

neighboring grains. Strain hardening results when this migra- 
tion is obstructed. Migration is obstructed by high-angle grain 

boundaries between grains so anisotropic that one slip system 

is greatly favored over the others. Ice has this degree of ani- 

sotropy, and the basal slip system allows easy glide, whereas 
all other slip systems allow only hard glide. High-angle grain 
boundaries insure that if the shear stress resolved on the basal 

plane of a grain is high, it will be low on the basal planes and 

high on the nonbasal planes of neighboring grains. Hence hard 
glide will control deformation of the specimen as a whole, and 
strain hardening results until recrystallization occurs, as 

shown in Figure 4. 

might develop in ice crystal aggregates. Table 3 summarizes 
equilibrium conditions in the climatic machine, in its ice sheet 

cryosphere component, and in the deformation of glacial ice. 
Viscoplastic instability associated with the maximum slope 

surface inflection lines bordering an ice stream is triggered by 

the boundary conditions of the ice dome-ice stream-ice shelf 
dynamic system. Coastal mountain ranges typically fringe con- 
tinents, so flow from continental ice domes terminating at the 

ocean must pass through these mountains. Sheetflow is there- 

fore largely transformed to streamflow near the coast. Stream- 

flow focuses the energy of the ice dome at discrete points along 
its margin, creating outlet glaciers which erode fjords through 
the mountains and ice streams which erode troughs on the 

continental shelf beyond the mountains. Therefore streamflow 

begins as outlet glaciers through coastal mountains and ends 
as ice streams across the continental shelf. These ice streams 

are also supplied by sheetflow from marine ice domes on the 
continental shelves. However, many West Antarctic ice 

streams are supplied wholly by West Antarctic marine ice 
domes. These ice streams share with East Antarctic outlet 

glaciers passing through the Transantarctic Mountains the 
critical role of focusing flow at the base where concentrated 
erosion makes ice streams possible, but the focusing role of 

topography for ice streams beginning as outlet glaciers is not 
obvious for ice streams that begin in a marine ice dome on the 

continental shelf [Weertman, 1976]. 

Like outlet glacier fjords, ice stream troughs are fore- 
deepened by glacial erosion so that a low bedrock sill usually 
exists at the outer margin of the continental shelf where ice 

streams became afloat and merged with fringing ice shelves 
surrounding the expanded Antarctic ice domes during the last 

ice age. Rising Holocene temperatures and sea levels allowed 
the ice streams to punch through the ice shelf fringe and surge. 
The ice shelf grounding line then migrated over the sills and up 
the ice stream channels to the present positions shown in 

Figure 1. 

3. A PARABOLIC STRAIN HARDENING LAW FOR GLACIAL ICE 

a. Strain Hardening in Polycrystalline Ice 

Although the creep curve (strain versus time) for ice has 
been studied extensively, studies of the flow curve (stress ver- 

sus strain) are rare [Weertman, 1963]. Strain hardening is a 

feature of the flow curve which has received very little atten- 
tion. Hawkes and Melior [1972] observed strain hardening in 

randomly oriented polycrystalline ice, and Higashi et al. [1968] 

b. An Elastic-Plastic Strain Hardening 

Mode/for Polycrystalline Ice 

Consider a single crystal of unit cross-sectional area being 
pulled in uniaxial tension, as shown in Figure 5. The tensile 
axis is inclined at angle c• to the slip direction and at angle • to 

the slip plane. Therefore [Dieter, 1961, p. 99] 

r = a cos a cos (90 ø-•) =o'cosasin• = a/• (1) 

where r is the resolved shear stress and a is the uniaxial tensile 

stress. Assume that elastic deformation ends and perfectly 

plastic deformation begins at a uniaxial yield stress a0, as 

shown in Figure 6. Total uniaxial strain e has an elastic com- 
ponent •' and a plastic component •". For convenience the 
elastic modulus E will be considered independent of fl; how- 

ever, see the work by Nye [1960b] for the effect of crystal 

symmetry on the elastic stiffness constants. Before yielding, 

a = E•'= E• (2) 

After yielding, 

a = ao (3) 

Consider a bicrystal being pulled in uniaxial tension as 
shown in Figure 5. Each crystal has unit cross-sectional area 

Eœ 

Fig. 7. The perfect elastic-plastic uniaxial flow curve for the bicrys- 
tal loaded in Figure 5b after crystal 1 has yielded but before crystal 2 
has yielded. 
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normal to the tensile axis with ft• < ft2, where subscript 1 refers 

to crystal 1 and subscript 2 refers to crystal 2. A given ft' is 

referred to the slip system which yields first in each crystal, and 
this depends on both the value of ft and the value of a0 for a 
given slip system. Separate uniaxial tensile loads are simulta- 

neously applied to each crystal, so that the uniaxial tensile 

stress a applied to the bicrystal is 

, a = •(a• + a2) (4) 

where a• and aa are tensile stresses in crystals 1 and 2. The 

grain boundary connecting crystals 1 and 2 causes the two 

crystals to deform equally when a is applied. The uniaxial 
strain acting on the bicrystal is therefore 

• = • = •, (5) 

where e• and e• are tensile strains in crystals 1 and 2. 

As a increases, a• and a• also increase. However, • > •, so 

a• = a0 first, and crystal 1 will deform plastically while crystal 

2 is still deforming elastically. Therefore 

• = •' + •" = (a•/E) + •" (6) 

•, = •,' = a,/E (7) 

Combining (6) and (7) with (4) and (5) gives 

• = I[E(•,- •") + E•,] = E• -IE•" 

= E• - lEk - (•,/E)] (8) 

Equation (8) is plotted in Figure 7. Note the decrease in slope 
when •l = •0. 

As a continues to increase, eventually a• = a0, so both 

crystals will flow plastically. When this happens, 

• = •' + • = (•dE) + • (9) 

•, = •,' + •," = (•,/E) + •," (•0) 

Combining (9) and (10) with (4) and (5) gives 

• = t[E(• - •,") + E(•, - •,")] = • - IE(•," + •,") 

Equation (11) is plotted in Figure 8. Note that the slope 
becomes zero when •a = •0. 

E• 

ß 

Fig. 8. The perfect elastic-plastic uniaxial flow curve for the bicrystal 
loaded in Figure 5b after crystals I and 2 have yielded. 

Fig. 9. The perfect elastic-plastic uniaxial flow curve for the tricrystal 
loaded in Figure 5c after all three crystals have yielded. 

Consider a tricrystal being pulled in uniaxial tension as 

shown in Figure 5. Each crystal has unit cross-sectional area 

normal to the tensile axis with ft• < ft• < fts, where subscripts 
1, 2, and 3 refer to the crystals 1, 2, and 3 in Figure 5. When 
each crystal is separately loaded, the stress on the tricrystal is 

a = J(a• + a, + as) (12) 

and the strain on the tricrystal is 

(13) 

When the first crystal yields, 

• = AE[(• ) + •, + 

= Ee - •Ee•" = Ee - •E[e - (a•/E)] (14) 

o 

b 

(0o) i 

(Oo)• 

Fig. 10. Components of the flow curve for polycrystalline ice 
having randomly oriented grains at a constant strain rate and temper- 
ature. Shown are flow curves for (a) elastic deformation described by 
(2), (b) parabolic strain hardening deformation described by (21), (c) 
elastic-parabolic strain hardening deformation described by adding (2) 
and (21), and (d) elastic-plastic deformation described by (19) when i 
is very large. The viscoplastic parameter c = 2 in (21) results in the 
parabolic strain hardening law and a viscoplastic strain eu which is 
added to the elastic strain •e to give the total strain •. Stresses (a0h and 
(a0), in elastic-plastic deformation are comparable to the proportional 
limit stress and the upper yield stress in elastic-viscoplastic deforma- 
tion, as can be seen by comparing curve d with the flow curve in Figure 
2. Hence the parabolic strain hardening law is useful until viscoplastic 
instability results in strain softening. 
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When the second crystal yields, 

* = tœ[(•,- •,") + (• - •") + •] 

(15) 

When the third crystal yields, 

*=tœ[(•, )+(• •)+(• •)] 

: + (16) 

Equations (14), (15), and (16) are plotted in Figure 9. Note 

that the first decrease in slope occurs when a• -- ao, the second 

decrease in slope occurs when a2 - ao, and the third decrease 

to zero slope occurs when a8 = ao. 

Each crystal of the bicrystal and tricrystal specimens was 

oriented and loaded as shown in Figure 5 to illustrate how the 

stress-strain curve for polycrystalline specimens can be under- 

stood in terms of successive yielding of individual crystals. 
Consider a polycrystalline material consisting of i crystals and 

loaded so that ft• < ft2 < ft3 < '" < fit. Each crystal will 
experience a different principal tensile stress because the load 

is transmitted to it through other crystals which respond dif- 
ferently to the load. If the applied stress is averaged over all the 

crystals in the specimens, 

a = i-•(a• + a• + a3 + ... + •,)= i -• •.. a, (17) 

If interlocking grain boundaries insure uniform strain in each 

crystal, 

e = el = e• = ea = et (18) 

When yielding has occurred in all the crystals, 

E 

ß I( ½)+ + 
=Ee-Ei -• e- 7 = i-• • at (19) 

If E varies with fi, then (19) becomes 

a = (E• + E• + Ea{ + ''' + E,•)i -• - i-•E, - • 

+ E• _ a• + Ea •- + ... + E, •- 

= •-•Z •,• - i-• •, • - = •-• Z *, (20) 
i ' 

Hence both (19) and (20) reduce to (17) when a = ao. Al- 

though the notation gets cumbersome, the geometry for plot- 

ting a versus • from (20) is similar to that for plotting a versus 

• from (19). For simplicity in constructing Figures 7, 8, and 9 

an average E for the entire specimen was used to illustrate the 

qualitative trend of the stress-strain curve as i increases. This 

qualitative behavior is unchanged if E changes with fl. 

The anticipated stress-strain curve for large i is plotted in 
Figure 10. When elastic strain is small so that • • •" and when 

viscoplastic behavior is allowed so that dao/de > 0, the curve 

in Figure 10 can be closely approximated by the parabolic 
strain hardening law observed for most polycrystalline mate- 
rials, 

e = (a/a*) c (21) 

where a* is the strength coefficient and c is the reciprocal strain 

hardening coefficient [Dieter, 1961, pp. 245-250]. Stress-strain 
tests are conducted at constant temperature T and strain rate •, 

and when a = ao in (21), it is often found that 

ao s = Ko• exp (Q/RT) (22) 

so that 

a* = ao/eo •/•' = [Ko• exp (Q/Rr)]•/S[Eo/ao(1 - #•)]•/c (23) 

where Ko is a hardness parameter, s is a yielding parameter, Q 
is the activation energy of self-diffusion, R is the ideal gas 
constant, T is absolute temperature, Eo is Young's modulus, # 
is Poisson's ratio, and 

eo = e' = ao/E = ao(1 - #•)/Eo (24) 

is the total strain at ao. 

If the bicrystal and tricrystal analyses are continued for 
more crystals, they lead to an approximation of the empirical 
parabolic strain hardening law when i becomes sufficiently 
large. This suggests that (17) and (18) are not unreasonable, 
even though their validity is assumed. Boas and Hargreaves 

[1948] found that the crystals in a polycrystalline specimen 
experience stresses higher or lower than the externally applied 

stress and that deformation per crystal becomes more uniform 
as crystal size decreases. Hence (17) seems reasonable, and 
(18) becomes a better approximation as crystal size decreases. 
Within limits it seems that single crystal yielding data can be 

used to predict approximate parabolic strain hardening in 

polycrystalline materials. 

c. Combining the Flow and Creep Curves for Ice 

Higashi et al. [1964, 1968] and Higashi [1967, 1969] studied 
viscoplastic yielding on basal and prismatic planes for ice 

Ilm 1.2 

I1 -- 1.S 

11=2 

11----3 

11----4 

Fig. 11. The viscoplastic spectrum of creep in crystals. The creep 
law t = (r/A)" is plotted for various values of the viscoplastic parame- 
ter n, including viscous flow (n = 1), glacial flow (n = 3), and plastic 
flow (n = o•). 
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for prismatic glide are taken from Higashi [1967]. The curves 
in Figure 12 are plots of the parabolic strain hardening law 

a = e•/Cao* = K*e•/ci •/s exp (Q/sRT) (28) 

K* = Ko•/S[Eo/(1 - •t•')a0] •/• (29) 

for the values of t and T indicated, where K* = 63.2 bars s TM, c 

= 2, s = 6.5, and Q = 16 kcal mol -•. These values give the best 
agreement between the ao data and a calculated from (28). 

Note that s = 6.5 approximates the perfect plasticity (n = co) 

assumed for the analysis which led to (21). 

Defects and Advantages of the Model 

The analysis leading to (19) and (20) has three serious flaws. 
0 I0 20 30 

œ x I0 :• 

Fig. 12. Plastic yielding data for (0001) basal glide and (10i0) 
prismatic glide in ice single crystals pulled in uniaxial tension fitted to 
the parabolic strain hardening law. Crystals were oriented so that only 
basal or prismatic slip was possible for a given specimen. Solid lines 
are flow curves obtained from the parabolic strain hardening law a = 
K*•/ci•/s exp (Q/sRT) by using K* = 63.2 bars/s TM, c = 2, s = 6.5, and 
Q = 16 kcal/mol, where a is the uniaxial tensile stress, • is the uniaxial 
strain, • is the uniaxial strain rate at the yield stress, Q is the thermal 
activation energy for flow, R is the ideal gas constant, and T is the 
absolute temperature. Data points show the uniaxial yield stress ao of 
ice single crystals for various combinations of strain rate •, temper- 
ature T, and angle 0 between the basal crystallographic plane and the 
tensile axis. These data are taken from Higashi et al. [1964, 1968] and 
Higashi [1967, 1969]. 

single crystals pulled in uniaxial tension at constant T and •. 
The uniaxial yield stress ao obeyed (22). For basal (easy) glide, 
s = 1.5 and Q = 15.6 kcal mol -• [Higashi kt al., 1964], and for 
prismatic (hard) glide, s = 6.5 and Q = 16.5 kcal mol -• 
[Higashi et al., 1968]. In (22) the constant Ko includes the 
relationship between the uniaxial stress a and the shear stress r 
resolved on the {0001} or 110•0} glide planes. If 0 is the 
angle between the tensile axis and the glide plane, where 0 = 

a = /• is appropriate for ice [Kamb, 1961], this relationship is 

r = (sin 0 cos O)a = (sin 20)a/2 (25) 

In prismatic glide, strain hardening is greatest when 0 is 30 ø or 

60 ø and least when 0 is 15 ø, 45 ø, or 75 ø, but in basal glide, 

strain hardening is absent [Higashi, 1967; Higashi et al., 1968]. 
Rewriting (22) in terms of strain rate gives 

• = (ao/Ao) s = Ko exp (-Q/RT)ao s (26) 

Equation (26) has the same form as the empirical power law 

relationship between a and • commonly observed for steady 
state creep [Glen, 1955], 

i = (a/A)'• = K exp (-Q/RT)a '• (27) 

where K is a constant determined mainly by the relative contri- 
butions of easy glide and hard glide to creep and n is a 
viscoplastic parameter (see Figure 11). For perfectly viscous 
flow, n = 1 and A = r/, where r/ is the Newtonian viscosity 
coefficient for uniaxial tension. For perfectly plastic flow, n = 
co and A = ao, where ao is the plastic yield stress. For ice, n 
-• 3 during steady state creep. Equation (25) relates a and ao 
in (27) to r and ro in Figure 11. 

The data in Figure 12 are values of ao versus • for various 

constant values of T and •. Plastic yielding data for basal glide 
are taken from Higashi et al. [1964], and plastic yielding data 

First, .ice is an elastic-viscoplastic material, not an elastic- 

plastic material, and viscoplastic instability marks the ultimate 
stress. Second, the uniaxial stress applied to the specimen was 
assumed to be transmitted as separate uniaxial stresses to each 
grain in the specimen on the assumption that there could be no 

shear stresses at the grain boundaries if all grains experienced 
the same uniaxial strain. However, this cannot be assumed 

without a detailed treatment of the compatibility conditions 
and the continuity equations for all three shear stresses at the 

grain boundaries. Third, the parallel arrangement of the differ- 
ently oriented crystals does not represent the usual arrange- 

ment of polycrystalline ice (fresh sea ice is an exception). 

Therefore the assumption that all grains are stressed differ- 

ently but strained identically is further weakened. The com- 
plexity of the problem can be better appreciated after consult- 

ing the considerable literature on the study of bicrystals, 

tricrystals, and polycrystals [e.g., Kawada, 1951; Livingston, 
1957; Elbaurn, 1960a, b]. 

In view of the above shortcomings the elastic-plastic strain 
hardening model presented here provides at best an in- 

complete description of strain hardening in polycrystalline ice. 

Therefore it is not surprising that (19) and (20) bear only a 
qualitative similarity to the empirical parabolic strain hard- 

ening law, even when the elastic component is removed, as 
Figure 10 demonstrates. 

Despite its flaws this exercise provides three useful results. 

First, some insight is gained as to how crystal anisotropy 

causes strain hardening in randomly oriented polycrystalline 
ice. Second, it was shown how the flow curve could be com- 

bined with the creep curve of ice to obtain c = 2 in the 
parabolic strain hardening law. This value for c is fortunate 
because it permits a viscoplastic solution for certain transient 

creep phenomena, such as tidal flexure along an ice dome-ice 

shelf junction [Hughes, 1972b; Holdsworth, 1975]. Third, the 

strain hardening coefficient is the strain at which viscoplastic 

instability begins [Dieter, 1961, pp. 245-250]. This is the strain 

at which necking begins in a tensile test and presumably the 

strain at which recrystallization begins in glaciers and ice 
sheets. Since c = 2 is the reciprocal strain hardening 

coefficient, therefore, recrystallization begins when • = 0.5 in 
glacial ice or in laboratory creep tests on ice. This value for ice 

lies in the range commonly observed for the onset of vis- 

coplastic instability in metals [Dieter, 1961, p. 248]. 

The progressive yielding criterion for polycrystalline ice de- 
veloped in this section is specifically for problems in glacial 
deformation prior to viscoplastic instability and recrys- 
tallization. Hence the criterion should apply to elastic, tran- 
sient, and slow steady state strain. These three stages of defor- 
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Fig. 13. A schematic longitudinal cross section of a floating glacier bent by tidal flexure. Tidal displacements are 
referred to reference coordinates x, z, whose origin is where the neutral axis (dotted lines) of the floating ice meets grounded 
ice. Tidal displacements z of the floating ice surfaces (dashed lines) from their mean tide positions (solid lines) var• along x 
from zero at the grounding line to zf when the ice becomes freely floating. Tidal flexure is exaggerated to show the average 
radius of curvature r and angle of curvature 4 over the longitudinal distance xr experiencing tidal flexure. Actually, Lz >> 
zf, so that 4--• sin 4 -• tan 4. The upper right inset shows forces, stresses, and bending moments acting on an element of 
height Lz, length dx, and unit width according to (1), (2), and (3). The bottom enlargement shows stresses along the length 0 
< x < xf. These stresses conform with an exponentially damped sinusoidal tidal flexure curve and consist of the shearing 
stress a•x due to the rise and fall of tide, which induces a shearing force F, and the longitudinal stress ax due to nonrotation 
of the ice slab for x < 0 and x > xf, which induces a bending moment M. From the ice surfaces to the center line, a• varies 
parabolically from zero to a maximum, and a• varies linearly from a maximum to zero, for elastic flexure. The maximum 
moment M,• along the length xr where the shearing force is closest to F can be very crudely approximated by M,• '-' j'0'•F 
dx = Fxr = 2Hazxxr '" f_n+n(Hax)dz = 2/-?ax. Therefore az• '" a• when x r '" H, where a• and a• are the center line and 
surface values at the grounding line. 

mation are important in an analysis of tidal flexure along the 
ice dome-ice shelf junction of an ice sheet. 

4. ELASTIC-VISCOPLASTIC TIDAL FLEXURE IN 

ICE STREAMS 

a. Grounding Zones and Tidal Zones Where 
an Ice Stream Becomes Afloat 

The zone between grounded and floating parts of an ice 
stream includes a tidal zone in which the grounding zone 

migrates back and forth as the tide rises and falls. The ground- 
ing zone is a region of grounding points in which the ice stream 

is completely aground at one end and completely afloat at the 
other end in a given instant of time. Hence the grounding zone 
may be either wider or narrower than the tidal zone. Four 
extremes are possible: (1) both the tidal zone and the ground- 
ing zone are wide for a shallow rough bed, (2) the tidal zone is 
wider than the grounding zone for a shallow smooth bed, (3) 
the tidal zone is narrower than the grounding zone for a steep 

rough bed, and (4) both the tidal zone and the grounding zone 
are narrow for a steep smooth bed. Several analyses are neces- 
sary to determine the precise nature of these zones for a 
particular ice stream: photo interpretation of surface crevasse 
patterns, gravimetric recording of tidal amplitudes, tiltmeter 
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Fig. 14. The creep curve of ice. Total creep strain 6 is the sum of 
st•g• 1 •l•stic StF•iH 61t st•g• 2 tF•Hsi•Ht StF•iH 62t st•g• 3 slow st•dy 
st•t• StF•iH 6at •Hd st•g• 4 tF•HsitioH•i StF•iH 64t which stabilizes to 
give stage 5 fast steady state strain 6•. Constants •]', •:', •a', •4', and •' 
have dimensions of strain rate and are proportional to •a for the visco- 
plastic parameter n = 3. Therefore the strain is e = el + 62 + ea + q 
• % = aa + btX/aa + cta a + dtaa • • eta s, and the strain rate is • = 

• + • + •a + • • • = }b t-:/aa + caa + 3dt:a• • eaa, where 
a, b, c, d, and e are constants. 

measurements of tidal bending, radar and seismic sounding for 

basal ice-rock coupling, monitoring of icequake activity, sur- 
face leveling, and surface strain nets. All of these analyses can 

then be interpreted and correlated to provide a physical and 

statistical description of both the tidal zone and the grounding 
zone, their relative widths, and the nature of bed contact 

during a complete tidal cycle. On the basis of this information, 

one or more deep drill sites can be chosen for a physical probe 

of the vertical dimension of the ice stream-ice shelf junction. 

A one-dimensional analysis of tidal flexure cracks on the top 
and bottom surfaces of an ice stream which becomes afloat will 

be based on five assumptions. 
1. The floating ice is rectangular in plane and profile, with 

length and width greatly exceeding thickness. 

2. The floating ice rises and falls freely with the tide at 

distances far from the grounding zone. 

3. The grounding zone does not migrate back and forth 

with the rise and fall of tide and is narrow enough to be treated 
as a line. 

4. Uniaxial longitudinal tidal strain varies linearly with 

vertical distance from the neutral axis of the floating ice. 

5. Vertical tidal displacements are very small in com- 

parison with the dimensions of the floating ice. 

Figure 13 shows the effect of tidal flexure near an ice stream 

grounding line where tidal amplitude is greatly exaggerated for 

purposes of illustration. The x axis is horizontal and normal to 

the grounding line, the y axis is horizontal and parallel to the 
grounding line, the z axis is vertical, and the origin of these 
axes is located on the neutral axis of the floating ice above the 

grounding line. Assuming constant elastic-viscoplastic proper- 
ties, the neutral axis is at the midpoint through the floating ice. 

When assumption 1 is used, the floating ice has constant 

dimensions of length Lx, width Ly, and thickness Lz, where Lx 
>> Lz << Ly. Consider the vertical forces on a longitudinal 
cross-sectional element of length Ax, unit width, and thickness 
Lz = 2H, located at distance x from the grounding line (see 

Figure 13). When assumptions 2 and 3 are used, a net vertical 
shear stress a•x varies along x as an ebb tide lowers the floating 

ice or a flood tide raises the floating ice. Since the grounding 

line is a rigid boundary with respect to vertical displacements, 
azx resists tidal flexure of the ice slab between x = 0 at the 

grounding line and x = xf where the slab first becomes freely 
floating. Analytically, 

f + H C• O. xz az= = dz = P, - Pw = k(zf - z)= pwg(z; - z) (30) 
ß -H c9x 

where P, is the downward load pressure of the ice slab, P• is 

the upward water pressure available at point x to support the 

ice, (z r - z) is the vertical displacement of the neutral axis of 

the ice slab at point x from its position zz at point xz, k = p•g is 
the elastic modulus of the water supporting the freely floating 

part of the ice slab, p• is the water density, and g is the 

acceleration of gravity. Note that xz varies from zero at mean 

tide to a maximum at flood or ebb tide, and zz is the rise or fall 
of sea level from its position at mean tide. 

The variation of a,x with x results in a shearing force F and a 

bending moment M, which vary with x for 0 < x < xf. If the 
vertical forces acting on the ice slab element in Figure 13 are 
summed, 

F- (F + dF) + a•xdx = 0 

Combining (30) and (31) gives 

(31) 

where a,x is the shearing stress acting on an area element of 
length dx and unit width and F = dM/dx by definition. 

b. Relating Tidal Flexure to an 

Elastic-Viscoplastic Flow Law 

Tidal flexure consists of an instantaneous elastic deforma- 

tion accompanied by a time-dependent viscoplastic deforma- 

tion. These two deformation types can be described by the 

following expression relating strain e to stress a for randomly 

oriented polycrystalline ice [Hughes, 1972b]: 

• = (ala*) c (33) 

For an elastic response to flexure, c = l, and from (23) and 

(24), 

a* = a•* = Eo/(1 -#•) (34) 

where Eo is Young's modulus and # is Poisson's ratio. For a 

viscoplastic response to tidal flexure, c = 2, and from (23) and 

(27), 

a* = ao* = A• TM (35) 

where A and n reflect degrees of ductility and viscoplasticity, 
respectively. 

According to Figure 14, the total strain e prior to recrys- 

a•x = dF/dx = p•g(zt - z) = daM/dx 2 (32) 
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tallization consists of an elastic component •e and two vis- 

coplastic components, namely, a transient component •t and a 

steady state component 

• = •e d- •t d- es = •e d- (t't) rn d- t"t (36) 

where t is time, t' is a transient creep constant and t" is a 

steady state creep constant, both having the dimensions of 
strain rate, and m is a constant determined by the relative 

contributions of easy glide (basal shear) and hard glide (non- 
basal shear) to creep. Differentiating (36) gives the total vis- 

coplastic strain rate iv: 

tv = mtm-lt 'm d- t" d- mtr•'r•-x•" + t•"--• mtm-lt 'm d- t" 

(37) 

where t = de/dr, • = •e/dt 2, and the • terms are nil. Assume 

that the Glen [1955] viscoplastic flow law for ice applies for 

both transient and steady state creep, and let A = ao/tr 1/'• in 

(27): 

• = tr(a/ao) '• = to exp (-Q/RT)(a/ao) n (38) 

where tr is a thermally activated creep rate, ao is the vis- 
coplastic yield stress, n is a viscoplastic parameter, to is a 

constant creep rate (for a given ice fabric, texture, purity, and 

density), Q is the thermal activation energy for creep, R is the 

ideal gas constant, and T is absolute temperature. Applying 

(38) to both t' and t" in (37) gives 

iv = mtm-•[to ' exp (-Q'/Rr)(a/ao')n] m 

+ to" exp (-Q"/RT)(a/ao") '• (39) 

where single-prime terms refer to transient creep and double- 

prime terms refer to steady state creep. The hard glide creep 
data in Figure 15 suggest that just before ice recrystallization 
(which changes m, to', to", ao', and ao"), (39) reduces to 

t• = (Kta + Ksa •) exp (-Q/aT) (40) 

This requires that m = /[, n = 3, Q = Q" = Q'/3, Kt = 
_ 

to'•/a/3F'/aao ', K• = •o"ao ", and it > • until steady state 

equilibrium predominates at time te. Equating Kta with Ksa a in 
(40) gives 

te = (to'•/aao"a/3to " ao' a•') a/•' (41) 

Note that te cra -a. Using these values and solving (39) for • = 

t• during transient creep and steady state creep give a•* in (35). 

For transient creep, 

o'•* = (t/Kt) exp (Q/RT) = 3F'/aao'&o'-X/at exp (Q/RT) (42) 

For steady state creep, 

av* = [(t/K•) exp (Q/RT)] x/a = ao"to"-x/at x/a exp (Q73RT) 

(43) 

The yield stress •o for viscoplastic creep obeys the relationship 

•o • = Kot exp (Q/RT) (44) 

where s = 1.6 for easy glide, s = 6.5 for hard glide, and Ko is a 

constant determined by ice fabric, texture, purity, and density 

[Higashi, 1969]. 

When assumption 4 is used, longitudinal strain e• varies 

linearly with vertical distance h from the neutral axis of float- 

ing ice. Therefore at distance x from the grounding line, 

• = (h/H)(e•)u = (h/H)(H/r•) = h/r• (45) 

where the maximum longitudinal strain (•)• occurs at h = H 

= L,/2 and r• is the radius of curvature of the floating glacier 

at point'x. The bending moment is obtained from (32) and 
(45): 

M = a•h dh = a*(h/r•)•/•h dh = 
ß H , H 

2ca* H • 

2c+ 1 

(46) 

When assumption 5 is used, the curvature of the neutral axis 

of floating ice is W'z/dx •' -• r•-• for small deflections. Therefore 

from (46), 

ax rx : 3 (47) 

Differentiating twice more gives 

dx • 2a*H(•.+•/•) 

= I (c -1)cM•-•'( 'd-•-x ) •'+ cM•-•( •-•)1 (48) 
Solutions of (48) will be considered for elastic and viscoplastic 
deformation. 

c. Elastic Deformation During Tidal Flexure 

Setting c = 1 and a* = ae* for elastic deformation in (48) 

and combining with (32) give 

d•z = I 3 I •M_ 3p•g(z*-z) dx • 2a•,*H • dx •' 2ae*tP (49) 

which has a solution of the form 

(zr - z) = (A cosXx + B sin Xx) exp (Xx) 

+ (CcosXx + D sin Xx) exp(-Xx) (50) 

where the elastic damping factor ?, = ?,, is given by the ex- 

pression 

1 [ 3p•g 1 = 3p•g X•' = 7 2ae*Ha3 8ae*• (51) 

and the constants A, B, C, and D are determined by the 

boundary conditions. When assumption 2 is used, the region 

xr • x • L• along which z = zr is equivalent to x = m in (50). 
Hence the divergent part of (50) is zero, which means that A = 

B = 0. When assumption 2 is used at the grounding line, z = 0 

and &/dx = 0. Hence the convergent part of (50) becomes z r, 
which means that C = D = z r. The exact solution of (50) for 

these boundary conditions is therefore 

z = zr[1 - (cos XeX + sin XeX) exp (--XeX)] (52) 

Twice differentiating (52) and combining with (47) give the 

longitudinal bending moment 

M• = 'a H Xe Zr(COS XeX -- sin XeX) exp (--XeX) • e 

= Mo(cOs XeX -- sin XeX) exp (--XeX) (53) 

where Mo is the bending moment at x = 0. For elastic flexure, 

using (34), (51), and (53) gives 

[ 6p•g•zr•Eo• •/• Mo = ]a•*UaXe=zr = •i T 75 3 (54) 
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The surface stresses (ax)• at h = +H are obtained from (33), 
(34), (45), (47), (51), and (53): 

(•),, = •*(•). = ***H(d'z/dx •-) 

= 2ae*HXe•'zr(cos Xex - sin X,x) exp (-X,x) 

= [ 3p,o.gz_.?Eo 1 2H(1 - u•')J 
(cos X,x - sin Xex) exp (-X,x) (55) 

This solution follows directly from the analysis by Hetdnyi 
[1946] and has been applied to floating ice shelves by Robin 
[1958] and to floating ice tongues by Holdsworth [1969]. 

d. Viscoplastic Deformation During 
Tidal Flexure 

Setting c = 2 and a* = ao* for viscoplastic deformation in 
(48) gives 

dx 4 - 4av,HS/•. 2 • + 2M (56) 

Equation (32) shows that •M/dx ø' varies linearly with z, so 
that the variation of dM/dx, M, and (dM/dx)ø' with z contains 

terms in z ø', z 8, and z 4, respectively. Hence (56) cannot be 
integrated to give the variation of z with x, as was done for 
elastic deformation with c - 1. 

Approximate solutions for viscoplastic deformation are pos- 
sible if certain assumptions are made. Holdsworth [1969] sug- 
gested that the bending moment for elastic deformation given 
by (53) could be used to approximate the early stages of 
viscoplastic deformation. This suggestion was the basis of an 
attempted viscoplastic solution based on (32) with c -- 2 and 
a* = av*, but the effort was inconclusive [Hughes, 1972b]. 

Later, Holdsworth [1975] used (32) with c = 2 and a* = ao* to 

obtain a bending moment based on the assumption that the 

elastic displacement curve given by (52) has the same form for 
the transient creep stage of viscoplastic deformation. This 
assumption led to separate equations describing the variation 

of stress with x for elastic and viscoplastic deformation. 
An alternative approach is to assume that the stress levels 

given by (55) for elastic deformation cause different amounts 
of elastic strain •e and viscoplastic strain •o, as suggested by 
Figure 10. This assumption is based on the common observa- 

tion that elastic strain continues to increase linearly with stress 

even after viscoplastic deformation dominates, suggesting that 

the total strain is additive and is given by combining (32), (34), 
and (35): 

(57) 

Since (55) gives the stress causing both • and •, the vis- 

coplastic strain at h = H, assuming that •o does not greatly 
exceed •,, is 

(co)" [_2H(1 - •t•')ao *' (cos X,x - sin X,x) •' exp (-2Xex) 
(58) 

Since ex = H/rx = H anz/dx ø', the displacement curve for 

viscoplastic deformation is obtained from the equation 

dø'z (ev)• _ [, 3t)•ogzrø'E l (cos X,x dx •' H 2H•(1 - •')a• *• 

- sin Xex)•' exp (- 2X,x) (59) 

A solution of (59) is 

z = zr[(2 - cos 2X,x) exp (-2X,x) - 1] (60) 

where, when (34) and (51) are used, 

I 11/2 4•'Xe•'H•(I - •t•')a• *• 32Ha•*' (61) 
3p,ogE 

Average values of (•) at x = 0 during time t since mean tide 
, 

are obtained from (45), (47), and (58): 

H H dø'z 3a**p•ogzr ø' 3p•ogzr ø' 
½> - _ 

try, t dx •' 2a•*'Ht - 2av*Ht (62) 

assuming a** -• ao*. Combining (62) with (42) and solving for 
(&t) = (&) -• • when transient creep dominates at t < t, give 

[6( EpwgZ?•o '2/8 1 TM 1 -/.L•')Hao'•'t TM cxp (2Q/RT) 

•' I P•øgz?'•ø'x/8 1 - 2ttao't 5/8 exp (Qs/RT) ' (63) 

Combining (62) with (43) and solving for (t), = ½) -• • 

when steady state creep dominates at t > te give 

[ 3Ep'øgz?•ø"'/8 18/5 (&)" = '2(1 - u•')Hao"•'t cxp (2Q/3RT) 

-• 2Hao"t exp (Q/3RT) (64) 

Equation (36) suggests a means for estimating average tidal 
flexure strains. In the transient creep range (t < t,), 

({)t = ((&)tt) TM • ((&)tt•/") •/a = • P•gz?•ø'•/a ••/" L'2Ha• e• •RT) (65) 

In the steady state creep range (t > t,), 

(•)., = (•),t •(•)•ta/' = • 3p•gzr'•ø"•/' • '/' ' 2Hao" exp (Q/3RT) (66) 

Hence tidal flexure strain depends on the tidal amplitude and 
the temperature, thickness, density, and viscoplastic properties 
of ice for both transient and steady state creep. 

A comparison between the above approach based on (57) 

and the Holdsworth [1975] approach based on (52) with Xo 
substituted for X, requires separating transient and steady state 
strain regimes. If the viscoplastic displacement curve caused by 
tidal flexure has the same form as the elastic displacement 

curve given by (52) except that a viscoplastic damping hctor 
Xo replaces X,, then 

z = zr[1 - (cos Xvx + sin Xox) exp (-Xox)] (67) 

An equation for the viscoplastic curvature of the floating ice 
when X• • X, is obtained by twice differentiating (67) and 
equating it with (47): 

daz 

dx • = 2zrXo a (cos Xox - sin Xox)exp (-Xox) 

_ •(2+l/c)M• • - 2a,H•+•/• (68) 

Setting c = 2 and solving for M in (68) give the viscoplastic 
bending moment 
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Mx = Mo (cos box - sin box) •/: exp (-lhox) (69) 

where the sign of M,, is the sign of the term (cos Xox - sin box) 
and the viscoplastic bending moment at x = 0 is 

mo = [4(2)'/2/5]o.*HS/2hozt '/: (70) 

The difference between the elastic and viscoplastic bending 
moments is seen by comparing (53) and (54) with (69) and 
(70). 

The viscoplas.tic surface stresses (o.,)n at h = •H are ob- 

tained from (33), (35), (42), (43), and (68): 

(O.:,)H = O.o*(e•)H •/:= o.o*(H/r•) •/:= o.o*(Hd:z/dx:) •/: 

= 2'/:o.o*H•/:hozf •/: (cos box - sin Xox) •/: exp (-IXox) 

- 
- sin Xox) :/: exp (-IXox) (71) 

Note that the time-independent surface stress for elastic tidal 

flexure given by (55) must be added to the time-dependent 
surface stress for viscoplastic tidal flexure given by (71), since 
ho = he at t -- 0. An approximate expression for the time 
dependence of ho is obtained from (51) by setting he -- ho and 
o.•* -- o.o*, where o.o* is given by (42) and (43), and letting t be 
the time since tidal flexure starts. Tidal flexure begins as tran- 
sient creep, with t -- 0 at mean tide. Transient creep prevails 
for t ( t• in (41), and (42) and (51) predict that 

8o'0* H 8 = •-,•vo' t57'8 • (72) 

Steady state creep prevails for t > t• in (41), and (43) and (51) 
predict that 

(73) 
Average values of (•) at x = 0 during time t since mean tide 

are obtained from (55), (57), and (68): 

(•) H H gz 2HzfXo ø' trx tdx ø'- t (74) 
Combining (74) with (42) and solving for (&)t = (•) -• & when 
transient creep dominates at t < t• give 

I "'*'" :: '•/• )'1 •/• 
pw• I' co 

(•)t = 2Ho.o't 8/• exp (Q/RT (75) 

Combining (74) with (43) and solving for (•), = (•) -• • when 
steady state creep dominates at t > te give 

([)s = 2Ho.o"t a exp (Q/3RT) (76) 

Equation (36) suggests a means for estimating average tidal 
flexure strains. In the transient creep range (t (t•), 

'/• •/8 = I P•gzr:•ø'•/• )'1 {e)t = ((•)tl) t/a '• ({•5)tt) 2Ho.o' exp (Q/RT (77) 

In the steady state creep range (t > t•), 

(e)s = (•)st -• (•)st •/' = •Ho.o" exp (Q/3RT) (78) 

Hence tidal flexure strain depends on tidal amplitude and the 

temperature, thickness, density, and viscoplastic properties of 
ice for both transient and steady state creep. However, the 
influence of these terms on tidal flexure strain is significantly 

less for the analysis based on (67) than for the analysis based 

on (57), as is seen by comparing (77) and (78) with (65) and 
(66). 

e. Tidal Flexure of Outlet Glaciers and 
Ice Streams 

The significance of the tidal flexure solutions based on (57) 
and (67) is seen from the slopes of the viscoplastic tidal flexure 

curves for each solution at the ice grounding line. Equation 

(60) is the viscoplastic tidal flexure curve derived from (57). It 
satisfies the boundary conditions that z -- 0 at x -- 0 and [zl -- 
I ztl as x • oo, but it requires that dz/dx = 2h•zf -• 2hozt at x -- 
0. Equation (67) is the viscoplastic tidal flexure curve based on 
(52). It also satisfies the boundary conditions that z = 0 at x - 

0 and I zl - [zr[ as x • oo, but it requires that dz/dx = 0 at x -- 
0. This is a boundary condition for a semi-infinite elastic slab 

on an infinite elastic foundation, as analyzed by Hetdnyi 
[1946]. Hence (57) requires a hinged boundary (dz/dx -9 0) at 
the grounding line, and (67) requires a pinned boundary 

(dz/dx -- 0) at the grounding line. A hinged boundary may 
exist along the sides of outlet glaciers where the grounding line 
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Fig. 15. A polynomial-exponential flow law fitted to creep data for 
polycrystalline ice having ra9domly oriented grains. Plotted is the 
variation of octahedral shear stress r in bars versus octahedral shear 

strain rate • in seconds at various Celsius temperatures. Dashed lines 
show creep data from laboratory experiments and glacier studies 
plotted by Budd[ 1969]. Thin solid lines give the best fit of the flow law 
to these data for the homologous temperature T/Tu in degrees Kelvin, 
corresponding to various temperatures © in degrees Celsius. Note that 
• e• r when r < 0.5 bar, • e• r • when r > 5.0 bars, and • increases 
tenfold as T-, T•,. In this paper it is assumed that the apparent viscous 
creep of ice at low stresses is caused by transient creep, for which • = 
r/t •/•. However, it might be that steady state creep is also viscous at 
low stresses [Goodman et al., 1975]. 
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Fig. 16. Viscoplastic tidal flexure curves for the floating portions of ice streams and outlet glaciers when nontidal 
stresses are ignored and hard glide predominates. The normalized tidal displacement of the ice surface is plotted versus 
normalized distance from the grounding line by using (52) for ice streams and (59) for outlet glaciers. Vertical dis- 
placements o[ the floating ice from its mean tide position are z, where z = zr at maximum and minimum tide. Horizontal 
distance of the floating ice from its grounding line is x. The elastic-viscoplastic damping factor is X, where X = Xe for elastic 
flexure and X = )• for viscoplastic flexure, as described in the text. These tidal flexure curves apply to the side grounding 
zones, rather than the rear grounding zones, of floating ice streams and outlet glaciers. 

parallels an ice-rock shear zone. A pinned boundary may exist 
along the sides of ice streams where the grounding line paral- 
lels an ice-ice shear zone. Therefore the analysis based on (57) 
may describe tidal flexure along the sides of a floating outlet 
glacier, and the analysis based on (67) may describe tidal 
flexure along the sides of a floating ice stream. When one side 
parallels an ice-rock shear zone and the other side parallels an 
ice-ice shear zone, such as Rutford Glacier in Antarctica and 

Jakobshavns Glacier in Greenland, (60) may describe tidal 
flexure along the ice-rock shear zone, and (67) may describe 
tidal flexure along the ice-ice shear zone. Figure 15 compares 
the viscoplastic tidal flexure curves for outlet glaciers and ice 

streams according to (60) and (67), respectively. 

It remains to determine how long the tidal flexure of floating 

ice is dominated by transient and steady state creep during the 
period t,. of a tidal cycle. As an example of how this is done, 
consider the hinged grounding line of a floating outlet glacier. 

Substituting (42) for (r•* in (61), setting Co' = K•(ro' at the point 
in Figure 15 where Kt(r = Ks(r a in (40), and solving for te give 

te = 864Htt4(ro 8/a exp (4Q/RT (79) 
Note that te must be compared to ¬tc, which is the time from 

mean tide to maximum flood or ebb tide. Let p,• - 1.03 g/cm 3, 
g=9.8m/s 2, z= lm, Eo=2.7X 104 bars,/•=0.3, H= lkm, 

Q - 14 kcal/mol, R - 2 cal/mol deg, and T = 270øK for the 

ice-rock-water boundary which defines the ice stream ground- 
ing line. Then (34) gives (re* = 3.0 X 104 bars, (51) gives Xe = 
0.186/km, and (55) gives ((rx)H - 2.13 bars at the junction. 

From Figure 16 it is clear that z -• zf at XeX --• •r, giving xf - 17 
km. From Figure 13 the average angle of curvature ½ can be 

estimated from similar triangles when ½ is small: 

ck -• (2zr/xr) -• (xr/rx) (80) 

where rx is the average radius of curvature for 0 < x < xr. 

When (45) and (80) are combined, for a tidal cycle of period tc 
the mean longitudinal surface strain rate over time ¬tc is ob- 
tained as follows: 

(i)x = (2(•)•/tc) = (2h/r•tc) = (4z•h/x•2tc) (81) 

which gives ix = 3.2 X 10-•ø/s for tc - 12 hours. When the 

data reported by Higashi [1969] are used at T = -19øC = 

254øK and • = 3 X 10-O/s, easy glide gives (ro = 0.11 kg/mm • 
= 10.78 bars for s = 1.53, Q -- 15.9 kcal/mol, and Ko = 5.62 X 

10 -* bar s TM, and hard glide gives (ro = 1.1 kg/mm • - 107.8 
bars for s = 6.5, Q -- 16.5 kcal/mol, and Ko = 5.164 bars s TM. 

Applying these values of s, Q, and Ko to T = -3øC = 270øK 

and d = 3.2 X 10-•ø/s for tidal flexure gives (ro = 7.94 X 10 -3 
bar for easy glide and (ro = 19.6 bars for hard glide. 

Both easy glide and hard glide occur in randomly oriented 

polycrystalline ice. However, hard glide determines d until 
recrystallization results in an ice fabric oriented to favor easy 
glide, unless the easy glide ice fabric already exists at the 
grounding line. The tidal flexure strain is too low for recrys- 
tallization to occur during one tidal cycle, but it might occur 
over multiple tidal cycles if tidal flexure stresses dominate 

other stresses at the ice sheet-ice shelf junction. From Figure 
15, upon converting octahedral to uniaxial strain rates and 

stresses, K•, = •o'/(ro' = (33/2•/•)/(3r/2 •/•) = (142/bar s)/3 = 
47.3/bar s in (79) for the range of d caused by tidal flexure. It 

might seem that (ro - (ro' is the major unknown quantity in (79), 
since it ranges over 4 orders of magnitude, depending on the 
relative contributions of easy glide and hard glide to vis- 
coplastic tidal flexure. However, (79) was derived on the as- 
sumption that hard glide controls the creep rate, so (ro - 19.6 
bars must be used. Solving (79) for this value gives te- 0.7 

hour = 0.06tc. Hence viscoplastic transient creep pre- 
dominates until 4 X 6 = 24% of the time has elapsed from 
mean tide to maximum flood or ebb tide. Steady state creep 
predominates over the remaining 76% of this time. 

If an ice fabric favoring tidal flexure strain rates controlled 

by easy glide creep exists, then m > 1 should be used in (36), 
and (79) will be modified accordingly. Putting (ro = 7.94 X 10 -3 
bar in (79) gives t• - 1715 hours = 143t•. This means that 

transient creep lasts throughout the tidal cycle, which is impos- 
sible because transient creep does not occur when m > 1 
[Hughes, 1975b]. Equation (79) cannot be modified for m > 1 

until the value of m is determined in laboratory creep experi- 
ments for polycrystalline ice having a crystal fabric favoring 

creep controlled by easy glide from the start of the creep test. 
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Such experiments are important because an oriented crystal 

fabric can be expected along the side grounding lines of float- 

ing outlet glaciers and ice streams where laminar flow pre- 
dominates. 

Suppose that hard glide initially controls tidal flexure creep 

because the oriented fabric created by laminar flow along the 

side grounding lines does not favor easy glide from tidal flex- 

ure stresses. Then (79) is still valid. However, the question 
which arises is, 'How can viscoplastic creep even occur if the 

hard glide viscoplastic yield stress is ao - 19.6 bars but the 

maximum tidal flexure stress is only (a•)H = 2.13 bars?' The 

answer is that since glacial ice is polycrystalline, even if hard 

glide controls the tidal flexure creep rate, there will always be 

an easy glide component and ao = 7.94 X 10 -8 bar for easy 

glide. In fact, the parabolic strain hardening law obtained by 
setting c = 2 in (32) is satisfied most accurately for viscoplastic 

deformation of polycrystalline materials and requires that 
some viscoplastic deformation occur at all stresses, however 

small. This requirement is met by a 'progressive yielding' 

criterion in which grains best aligned for easy glide yield first 

and grains best aligned for hard glide yield last. If most grains 

have a hard glide orientation in the stress field, creep via hard 

glide perdominates even if initial yielding occurs in grains 

aligned for easy glide. 

Several inadequacies in this tidal flexure analysis must be 

emphasized. Although the elastic solution is exact, it predicts 

stress levels that would cause viscoplastic deformation, 

thereby nullifying the elastic solution. However, exact vis- 

coplastic solutions are impossible, and even approximate vis- 

coplastic solutions contain ambiguities. For example, both the 

outlet glacier and the ice stream deflection curves (equations 
(60) and (67), respectively) depend on assumptions based on 

the elastic analysis. Equation (60) requires that D = 2C in (50) 
but was based on an elastic stress distribution for which D = 

C. Equation (67) assumes that replacing tre* for elastic defor- 

mation with av* for viscoplastic deformation in (51) gives the 

viscoplastic damping factor )•v, even though (51) strictly ap- 

plies only for elastic damping. Perhaps even more serious than 

these analytical ambiguities are defects in certain initial as- 

sumptions. The floating parts of ice streams and outlet glaciers 

generally have variable thicknesses where they become 
grounded, they become grounded across a zone rather than a 
line, and this zone oscillates back and forth with the rise and 

fall of tide. The interaction of tidal stress fields with stress 

fields at the tips of crevasses and stress fields associated with 

glacial flow was ignored, although they cause viscoplastic in- 
stability in the grounding zone. All of these rather severe 

restrictions were imposed to focus attention on the elastic- 

viscoplastic nature of tidal flexure, particularly the elastic de- 

formation, viscoplastic yielding, transient creep, steady state 

creep sequence. The imposed boundary conditions most 

closely conform with the side grounding zones of ice streams 

and outlet glaciers; little or no ice moves across these zones, 
the zones are narrow, and tidal oscillations of the zones are 
small. 

This analysis of tidal flexure is useful only if tidal flexure 

plays a significant role in ice sheet dynamics where ice streams 

merge with ice shelves. First, are tides significant at these 

junctions? Holdsworth [1975] presents maps showing tidal am- 
plitudes along the margins of the Greenland and Antarctic ice 

sheets. Greenland tides vary from 0.5 to 5.0 m in amplitude, 
and Antarctic tides vary from 1.04 to 3.25 m in amplitude. 
These tides can be related to ocean tides in the rest of the world 

[Hendershott, 1973] and to the periodic rise and fall of floating 

ice shelves [Thiel et al., 1960]. Of particular significance for 

tidal flexure analyses is the observation of Robinson et al. 
[1974] that ocean tides beneath the Ross Ice Shelf have much 

the same amplitude over a 630-kin span from near its northern 
calving barrier (78øS, 162øW) to near its southern grounding 

line (84øS, 180øW). Hence tides are indeed significant along 

ice stream-ice shelf junctions. The next question is, 'What role 

does tidal flexure play in ice stream-ice shelf dynamics?' If 
Byrd Glacier is typical of an ice stream flowing at surge veloci- 

ties, Figure 2 suggests that tidal flexure stresses serve to con- 
centrate shear crevasses in a narrow zone along the fjord walls, 

so that these crevasses can continue as rifts that uncouple the 

floating ice stream from the floating ice shelf for distances up 

to 50 km beyond the fjord. Tidal flexure stresses are theoreti- 

cally greatest along these fjord walls, as is shown by Figure 16. 

Hence the major role of tidal flexure stresses may be to pro- 

mote shear uncoupling from the fjord walls, so that the ice 
stream enters the ice shelf with minimal lateral constraint. 

Thiel and Ostenso [1961] describe a band of shear crevasses 

confined to a shallow trough created by tidal flexure along an 

ice shelf grounding line [Swithinbank, 1955; Robin, 1958]. 

5. THE STRESS AND VELOCITY FIELD OF ICE STREAMS 

a. Components of Flow in Ice Streams 

Ice streams, by definition, are rapidly moving currents of ice 

commo.nly observed along the marine margins of ice sheets. 
They are recognized by the distinctive shear crevasse patterns 

that result from the high velocity gradients between ice streams 

and neighboring ice. Outlet glaciers are ice streams that carve 

fjords through mountain ranges flinging an ice dome. Ice 

tongues are floating ice streams and can be either freely float- 

ing or imbedded in an ice shelf. In the latter case they form 

thick ice lobes which supply the ice shelf [Hughes, 1975a, 

Figure 3]. Ice shelves maintained by the coalescing floating 

tongues of ice streams often form the floating fringe of a 

marine ice sheet grounded below sea level on a continental 

shelf. This is the case for the huge ice shelf fringe of the West 
Antarctic ice sheet. 

In principle, the boundaries of an ice stream coincide with a 

line of maximum surface slope which circumscribes the ice 

stream. Following an ice flow line, this inflection maximum 

separates the generally convex ice dome surface from the con- 

cave surface of the grounded ice stream and separates the 

convex surface of the floating ice stream from the generally flat 

surface of the ice shelf. In practice, however, surface inflection 

maxima can be caused by other factors besides the velocity 

gradients associated with ice streams (such as surface snow 

drift patterns and basal topographic features). Figure 2 and 

Table I suggest that the ice stream velocity gradients giving 
concave and convex surfaces result from extending and com- 

pressire flow, respectively. Extending flow in the grounded 

portion of an ice stream results from (1) the convergence of 

flow lines entering the ice stream, (2) the increase of basal 

sliding as the ice stream becomes uncoupled from the bed, and 

(3) a positive mass balance resulting from snowfall along the 

ice stream. Compressive flow in the floating portion of an ice 

stream results from (1) the divergence of flow lines leaving the 

ice stream, (2) lateral shear between the ice stream and an ice 

shelf, and (3) a negative mass balance resulting from basal 

melting along the ice stream. An ice stream terminating as a 

freely floating ice tongue will experience extending flow 
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Fig. 17. A plan view of slip line and flow line fields in ice streams according to plasticit• theory. Ice sheet flow 

converging at the head of an ice stream is analogous to extrusion of a plastic material through a rigid die. Ice sheet flow en- 
tering the sides of the ice stream is analogous to compression of a plastic slab between rigid parallel plates. Ice stream flow 
diverging at the foot of an ice stream into an ice shelf is analogous to indentation of a plastic plate b5 a rigid punch. The slip 
line fields for extrusion, compression, and indentation are known from plasticity theory. Joining these slip line fields gives 
an approximation to the orthogonal lines of maximum shear stress for an idealized ice sheet-ice stream-ice shelf complex. 
Ice flow lines are obtained from input velocities u, and principal strain rates •uj/•xj at 45 ø to the slip lines. The resulting 
flow line field shows that sheetflow becomes streamflow at the head of the ice stream and that streamflow returns to 

sheetflow at the foot of the ice stream. Velocity in the ice sheet-ice stream-ice shelf complex is raised b5 streamflow and 
lowered b5 sheetflow. If the ice shelf is narrow enough for the ice stream to punch through it, then no divergence of flow 
occurs, and the ice stream can increase its high velocity by discharging directly into the sea after it becomes afloat. Ice 
thinning accompanies acceleration of the ice stream. Ice stream thinning causes the maximum slope inflection lines defining 
the head and sides of the ice stream to migrate inland, thereby drawing down the ice sheet. Sea level increases as the ice sheet 
is drawn down, and this causes retreat of the ice shelf-ice stream grounding line. SimultaneousIs, transverse crevasses 
formed in the extending flow regime characteristic of the grounded portion of the ice stream migrate through the floating 
portion and section it into tabular icebergs. Therefore a calving bay develops which follows the grounding line into the 
heart of the ice sheet. 

throughout its length because divergence is less and lateral 
shear is absent. 

Two different driving forces cause ice stream flow. The 

elevation difference along an ice stream causes advective flow, 

which results primarily in horizontal motion. The temperature 

difference across an ice stream might cause convective flow, 

which results primarily in vertical motion. Advective flow 

certainly occurs. Convective flow is still speculative, but if it 

does occur, it would be a primary mechanism for decoupling 

an ice stream from the bed. Both types will be treated. 

b. Slip Line Fid&for Advective Flow 
in Ice Streams 

Advective flow in an ice sheet is horizontal spreading from 

the center to the edge of the ice sheet. Marine ice sheets 

typically have an ice shelf fringe, with advective flow generally 

diverging from ice domes, converging on ice streams, and 

diverging onto the ice shelf. Ice streams, therefore, discharge 

most of the ice connecting the ice domes to the fringing ice 

shelves. For example, consider ice flowing down the west slope 

of the West Antarctic ice divide [Hughes, 1973b]. Ice domes 

along this ice divide are associated with the Edsel Ford, Flood, 

and Executive Committee ranges and the Crary, Whitmore, 
Thiel, and Horlick mountains. Flow lines diverging from these 

ice domes converge on ice streams A through F in Figure 1, 

which begin downstream from the six saddles separating the 
seven ice divide domes. Flow lines diverging from these six ice 

streams form the bulk of the West Antarctic portion of the 
Ross Ice Shelf. 

The slip line field for advective flow in ice streams can be 

determined by applying plasticity theory to various types of 
plane strain deformation. Surface advective flow in plan view 
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is a combination of extrusion flow at the beginning of the ice 

stream, extending flow in the body of the ice stream, and 
indenting flow at the end of the ice stream. Plane strain slip 
line fields for extrusion, extending, and indenting flow are all 
calculated from plasticity theory and are given by Hill [1964]. 
These three solutions are shown in Figure 17 and are joined to 

give the ice stream solution. Flow lines in Figure 17 are vector 
sums of ice velocity vectors u, entering the ice stream and 
principal strain rate vectors •u•/•x• in the ice stream at 45 ø to 
slip lines. The curvature of slip lines in extrusion flow is 
controlled by the ratio of the piston diameter to the orifice 
diameter. In the ice stream application this curvature would be 
determined by the ratio of the ice stream width to the distance 
between ice streams. The curvature of slip lines in extending 

flow is determined by the ratio of the distance between parallel 
plates to their half-length. In the ice stream application this 
curvature would be determined by the ratio of ice stream width 
to ice stream length. The curvature of slip lines in indenting 
flow is determined by the shape of the die driven into the 
plastic plate. In the ice stream application the die shape is 
related to the ice stream surface velocity field when it pene- 

trates the ice shelf. As is shown by Figure 2, this velocity field 

is equivalent to a flat die. For ice streams the rate of extrusion 
flow is determined by the dynamics of converging flow at the 
head of the ice stream, the rate of extending flow is determined 

by the dynamics of lateral flow from glaciated areas between 
ice streams, and the rate of indenting flow is determined by the 
dynamics of diverging flow when the ice stream merges with 
the ice shelf. These dynamics are controlled by ice stream 

geometry, which is determined primarily by basal conditions. 
Hence a direct study of surface dynamics is an indirect study of 
basal conditions. 

Advective flow in longitudinal profile for an ice stream is 
akin to the plane strain problem of a long thin slab flowing 
down a gentle slope under its own weight. The plasticity solu- 
tion for this problem has been given by Nye [1951]. Further- 

more, viscoplastic solutions have been provided by Nye [1957] 
for ice frozen to the bed and by Weertman [1957] for ice 

floating above the bed. These two solutions are modificiations 

weightless plastic slab compressed between rigid parallel 
plates, as described by Hill [1964, pp. 226-236] and illustrated 
in Figure 19. Let x be the longitudinal flow direction along 
flow lines, y be the transverse direction normal to flow lines, 
and z be the vertical direction normal to the surface. Consider 

the central region of an ice stream having a constant width. 
Flow lines in this region will therefore be parallel, and the 
equations of surface stress on an ice stream whose length L 
greatly exceeds its half width A are 

= + + - (82) 

= + (83) 

= (84) 

where r0 is the lateral plastic yield stress in shear and 0 _< k _< 
1. The ice stream coupling factor k describes coupling across 
the side boundaries of the ice stream. Note that the stress 

components are independent of x and y when the ice stream is 
uncoupled across its side boundaries (k = 0). The constant f is 
determined by the value of k. 

For the last term in (82) the positive sign applies for extend- 
ing ice stream flow, and the negative sign applies for compres- 
sive ice stream flow. When an ice stream merges with a con- 

fined and pinned ice shelf, extending flow predominates 
upstream from the ice stream grounding line and is caused by 
lateral flow from the ice dome to the ice stream, and compres- 

sive flow predominates downstream from the ice stream 
grounding line and is caused by lateral flow from the ice 
stream to the ice shelf. This lateral flow is along flow lines 

which cross the stationary sides of the ice stream and is equiva- 
lent to deformation of a plastic slab when the rigid parallel 
plates are being either forced together (extending flow) or 
forced apart (compressive flow). Extending flow exists along 
the entire ice stream if its floating tongue is unconfined by an 
ice shelf. 

When mass balance in the ice stream is neglected, the equa- 

tions of surface velocity for the ice stream are 

of solutions for a material compressed between rough and smooth rigid parallel plates, respectively, rough plates being 
coupled to the material and smooth plates being uncoupled 
from the material. They apply at the beginning and at the end 
of an ice stream, respectively, assuming that the ice stream 

forms by progressive uncoupling from the bed until it floats. 
These two solutions, therefore, help define the boundary con- 

ditions for an ice stream solution. Figure 18 illustrates the slip 
line field and laminar flow line field that such a solution is 

expected to predict. The segments of mutually orthogonal 
cycloids constitute the slip line field for the ice dome coupled 
to the bed at the head of the ice stream. In the ice stream this 

slip line field gradually is converted into an orthogonal slip line 
field consisting of concentric circles and radial lines converging 
at the ice stream-ice shelf junction. The slip line field then 
converts to a square grid intersecting the top and bottom 
surfaces at 45 ø angles when the ice stream becomes afloat and 
merges with the ice shelf. 

c. Surface Plastic Stress and Velocity Fields 
A cross an Ice Stream 

Consider the surface of an ice stream midway between its 

head, where extrusion flow predominates, and its foot, where 
indenting flow predominates. The plane strain stress-velocity 
plasticity solution for this region is equivalent to that of a 

grounded ice I floating ice 
grounding 

line 

SLIP LINE FIELD 

FLOW LINE FIELD 

Fig. 18. A longitudinal profile of slip line and flow line fields in ice 
streams according to plasticity theory. The ice stream has a free top 
surface for both its grounded and its floating portion, so that lines of 
maximum shear stress must meet the surface at 45 ø angles everywhere. 
However, the ice stream base changes from a rigid boundary on the ice 
sheet side of its surface inflection line to a free boundary on the ice 
shelf side of its basal grounding line. Lines of maximum shear stress 
meet the rigid boundary at 0 ø or 90 ø angles and meet the free bound- 
ary at 45 ø angles. Hence the slip line field in the ice stream is a 
continuous change from orthogonal cycloids in the ice sheet to ortho- 
gonal straight lines in the ice shelf and reflects progressive ice-bed 
uncoupling. The flow line field in the ice stream consists of straight 
lines parallel to the ice stream surfaces, provided ice thickness is 
constant and no accumulation or ablation occurs at the surface and 

base of the ice stream. 
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Fig. 19. The stress and velocity fields across the surface of an ice 
stream. The stress tensor a,; has longitudinal, transverse, and horizon- 
tal shear components a,,, o-y, and trxy. The effective stress r reaches a 
maximum ro at the sides of the ice stream. The longitudinal velocity u 
reaches a maximum U at the center line of the ice stream. Variations of 

a, and a,, are independent of the viscoplastic properties of ice, but 
variations of a, and u are not. Hence a• and u variations are shown for 

several values of the viscoplastic parameter n in (98), ranging from 
perfecti• viscous flow (n = 1 ) to perfectly plastic flow (n = oo). Note 
that r = ro is the plastic yield stress', and this fixes the position of the 
ice stream sides for n = oo. Extending and compressive flow exists for 
values of a, to the right and left of the a,, line, respectively. The surface 
stress and velocity fields extend to the base for the floating portion of 
an ice stream. The velocit• profile is for homogeneous deformation. 
However, viscoplastic instability insures nonhomogeneous deforma- 
tion which would sharpen the velocity profile toward the sides of the 
ice stream, as shown for Byrd Glacier in Figure 2. 

u = U + V(x/A) + V(2/k)[l - k2(y/A)2] 

v = -5 vO:/:t) 

(85) 

(86) 

where u is velocity in the x direction, v is velocity in the y 
direction, U is the surface flow rate through a transverse cross 

section, and V is the surface flow rate through a longitudinal 
cross section along the side of the ice stream. Note that u is 

independent of )' and becomes infinite when the ice stream is 

uncoupled across its side boundaries (k = 0). 

The longitudinal velocity field across the ice stream surface 
is a half ellipse given by the equation 

A2_(Ut) 2 +(1 - )x/2 + k- = 1 (87) 
This equation describes the forward bowing • during time t of 
a straight line initially of length A and parallel to y, where each 
• applies to a point on the line for which (y/A) remains 

constant, so that (A/k) and [A 2 - (Ut)2]/k(Ut) are the semi- 

major and semiminor axes of the half ellipse. Note that the 

velocity profile becomes less dependent on y as k decreases. 
Equation (87) is the ice stream equivalent of the deformation 

profile derived by Hill [1964, p. 234] for compression of a 
plastic slab between flat rigid parallel plates. 

d. Center Line Plastic Stress and Velocity 
Fields Along an Ice Stream . 

Consider a vertical plane along the center line and midway 

between the beginning and end of an ice stream. The plane 

strain stress-velocity solution for this region is equivalent to 

the deformation under its own weight of a plastic slab lying on 

a flat rigid bed, as described by Nye [1951] and illustrated in 
Figure 20. For an ice stream the bed varies from perfectly 

rough at its head, where ice-bed coupling is strong, to perfectly 

smooth at its foot, where ice-bed coupling vanishes. The stress 

equations for an ice stream having constant thickness h and 

slope 0 are 

(a•/ro) = -k(z/h) cot 0 4- 211 - k2(z/h)2] •/2 (88) 

(a•/ro) = -k(z/h) cot 0 (89) 

(a•lro) = k(z/h) (90) 

where ro is the basal plastic yield stress in shear and 0 < k < 1. 

The ice stream coupling factor k describes coupling across the 
bottom boundary of the ice stream. Note that the stress com- 

ponents are independent of z when the ice stream is uncoupled 

across its bottom boundary (k = 0), since k is zero for ice 

floating above the bed and unity for ice frozen to the bed. 

For the last term in (88) the positive sign applies to extend- 

ing ice stream flow, and the negative sign applies to compres- 

sive ice stream flow. When an ice stream merges with a con- 

fined and pinned ice shelf, extending flow predominates 

upstream from the ice stream grounding line where 0 < k < 1, 
and compressive flow predominates downstream from the 

grounding line where k = 0. However, if the floating portion of 

the ice stream does not merge with an ice shelf or if it punches 
through an ice shelf into open sea, k = 0, and extending flow 

characterizes both the grounded and the floating portion of the 
ice stream. 

Including mass balance in the ice stream, the velocity equa- 
tions are 

u = U 4- W(x/h) + W(2/k)[1 - k2(z/h)2]•/2 (91) 

w = 5- W(z/h) (92) 

where w is the ice velocity parallel to z and W is the net ice 
accumulation rate on the ice stream surfaces. Note that u is 

independent of z and becomes infinite when the ice stream is 

uncoupled across its bottom boundary (k = 0). The surface 

velocity U includes any basal sliding. 

The longitudinal velocity field through the ice stream is a 
quarter ellipse given by the equation 

h 2-(Ut)2 +(1- )•/2 + k = 1 (93) 

This equation describes the forward bowing f' during time t of 

a straight line initially of length h and parallel to z, where f' 

applies to a point on the line for which (z/h) remains constant. 

The velocity profile is therefore a quarter ellipse having a 
semimajor axis (h/k) and a semiminor axis [h 2 - (Ut)2]/k(Ut). 
Note that the velocity profile becomes independent of z as k 
decreases. 

Plasticity theory is inadequate when k = 0 because the 

longitudinal velocity becomes infinite, and its lateral and verti- 

cal profiles become indeterminate. ¾iscoplastic theory based 

on the flow law of ice must therefore be applied. 

e. The Ice Stream Coupling Factor and 

Viscoplastic Instability 

Stress, velocity, and slip line fields presented thus far are 

based on the theory of plasticity, for which n = co in (27). 
However, ice is a viscoplastic material best approximated by n 
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Fig. 20. The stress and velocity fields in a vertical cross section along the center line of an ice stream. The stress tensor 
a,j has longitudinal, vertical, and vertical shear components aT, az, and axz. The effective stress r reaches a maximum ro at 
the base of the ice stream. The longitudinal velocity u reaches a maximum U at the surface of the ice stream. Variations of a• 
and a• are independent of the viscoplastic properties of ice, but variations of a• and u are not. Hence cr• and u variations 
are shown for several values of the viscoplastic parameter n in (98), ranging from perfectly viscous flow (n = l) to perfectly 
plastic flow (n = c•). The value of U results from internal ice deformation and does not include the surface velocity resulting 
from basal sliding of the ice stream. Note that r = ro is the plastic yield stress, and this fixes the position of the ice stream 
bed for n = c•. Extending and compressive flows exist for values of a• to the right and left of the a• line, respectively. The 
center line stress and velocity fields apply only to the grounded portion of an ice stream, and the velocity profile is for 
homogeneous deformation [Nye, 1957]. However, viscoplastic instability insures nonhomogeneous deformation which 
would sharpen the velocity gradient toward the bed. 

= 3. The similarities and differences between plastic and vis- 

coplastic flow are emphasized by normalizing lateral and verti- 
cal stress profiles with respect to the maximum surface shear 

stress at the sides of the ice stream (ro)•, the maximum center 

line shear stress at the base of the ice stream (ro)•, and the 
maximum center line hydrostatic pressure at the base of the ice 
stream (Po)c, where the x axis is the center line surface flow 
line: 

(ro)• = pgA sin 0 (94) 

(ro)• = pgh sin 0 (95) 

(Po)• = pgh cos 0 (96) 

For an ice stream of half width A, thickness h, and slope 0, 

based on (94)-(96), the surface plane strain stresses are given 
by the following equations: 

Plastic 

(o'xlro) = + k(x/n) + - k'Cv/n)']"' 

Viscoplastic 

(ax/ro)s = • + k(x/A) + 2[(r/ro)s 2- k20,,/A)2] •/2 

Plastic 

Viscoplastic 

Plastic 

Viscoplastic 

= + It(x/A) 

= + 

= k(y/it ) 

= k(y/it ) 

and the center line plane strain stresses are given by the follow- 

ing equations: 

Plastic 

(ax/ro)• = -(Po/ro)•(z/h) + 211 - k•'(z/h)•'] 1/•' 

Viscoplastic 

(ax/ro)•. = -(Po/ro)•(z/h) + 2[(r/ro)• •'- k•'(z/h)•'] •/•' 

Plastic 

Viscoplastic 

Plastic 

Viscoplastic 

(ay/ro)• = -(Po/ro)•(z/h ) 

(try/ro)• = -( Po/ro )•(z/h ) 

(a•y/ro)• = k(z/h) 

(a•y/ro)• = k(z/h) 

There is no difference between plastic and viscoplastic flow in 

the o-y and O'xy expressions, and the only difference in the ax 
expressions is the ratio (r/to) in their final term, where r is the 
effective shear stress. 

In view of the strong similarities between plastic and vis- 
coplastic flow emphasized by these equations the ice stream 
coupling factor k developed from plasticity theory must also 
be fundamental to viscoplastic flow. It should be related to 

viscoplastic instability across shear zone boundaries that are 

lubricated by a strain-softened ice layer and to glacial sliding 
across ice-rock boundaries that are lubricated by a meltwater 
layer. The slip velocity u• across these ice stream boundaries is 

[ Weertman, 1964b] 

u• = (to/B) 'ø (97) 

where ro is the shear stress in ice at the boundary, B is a 

boundary friction parameter, and co is a viscoplastic parame- 
ter. Note the similarity with the flow law for ice [Nye, 1957], 

i = (r/A)" (98) 

where i is the effective strain rate, r is the effective shear stress, 
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A is a rigidity parameter, and n is a viscoplastic parameter. 
Simple shear exists in a lateral shear zone of width W along- 
side an ice stream. Viscoplastic instability in the shear zone 
reduces W and reduces A in the shear zone. Hence if u8 is the 

mean slip velocity across W, (97) and (98) can be combined to 
give 

(99) 

This suggests the following formulation for the ice stream 

coupling factor: 

k = W/A -• A nroø•/AB'ør• (100) 

For complete coupling, k = 1 and W = A. Viscoplastic in- 

stability has not occurred, so there is no strain-softened ice, 
and homogeneous deformation allows sirfiple shear to extend 

from the sides to the center line of the ice stream. For partial 

coupling, 0 < k < 1 and 0 < W < A. Viscoplastic instability 
has created strain-softened ice zones of width W alongside the 

ice stream, and nonhomogeneous deformation confines most 

of the simple shear to these zones. For no coupling, k = 0 and 

W = 0. Flotation uncouples the basal boundary from bedrock, 
and fracture uncouples the side boundaries from slow-moving 
ice or rock walls, so the ice stream has free surfaces at its base 

and sides when k = 0. Hence W = 0 because simple shear 
vanishes. 

The slip velocity u8 can have a component due to shear 
within W and sliding across W when 0 < k < 1. In the 

Weertman [1964b, 1969] theory of glacial sliding, B cc A and w 
= n for a frozen ice-rock boundary, and B oc AR: and w = •(n 

+ 1) for a thawed ice-rock boundary, where the bed roughness 

factor R is the ratio of the average dimension of bedrock 

projections of a given size divided by the average separation of 
these projections and is assumed to be constant for all sizes of 
projections. Sliding across ice stream boundaries is increased 

by reducing A and R, which decrease B in (99). ¾iscoplastic 
instability reduces A by strain softening. Frictional heat re- 

duces A by raising temperature below the pressure melting 
point and reduces R by increasing melting at the pressure 
melting point. Increased melting thickens the basal' water 

layer, which lowers R by drowning the smaller bedrock projec- 
tions and leads to ice-bed uncoupling sufficient to cause a 

glacial surge [Weenman, 1969]. Complete basal uncoupling, of 

course, requires that R -- 0 and that the ice be floating on the 

basal water layer. Hence an ice stream must be afloat when k 

= 0 at its bottom boundary. Equation (97) is invalid when an 
ice stream becomes afloat, because ro = 0 when R = 0 and new 

boundary conditions apply. 

f The Ice Stream Coupling Factor 

and Surging Ice Streams 

Complete lateral uncoupling also requires that the ice 
stream become afloat, because fracture cracks in the lateral 

shear zones alongside the ice stream can then fill with water for 

all depths below sea level. This water exerts a positive hydro- 
static pressure at the crack tip (water being more dense than 
ice), so that the tips can migrate toward each other from the. 
top and bottom ice stream surfaces [Weenman, 1973]. Tidal 

flexure of the floating ice stream may be responsible for frac- 

ture along the lateral shear zones as W -, 0 if the ice stream 

sides remain grounded either on bedrock or against fjord 

walls. Lateral tensile stresses ay caused by tidal flexure are 
normal to lateral shear stresses axy which created the easy glide 
ice fabric in the lateral shear zones. Hence ay results in hard 

glide, which terminates in brittle fracture more quickly than 
ductile easy glide does [Higashi, 1969]. The lateral rift zones 
extending beyond Byrd Glacier fjord in Figure 2 may have 

been initiated by tidal flexure of the portion of Byrd Glacier 
afloat in the fjord. Once formed, the rifts could be maintained 

by the differential velocity between the Byrd Glacier floating 
ice tongue and the Ross Ice Shelf. This ice tongue remains 
substantially uncoupled from the ice shelf for up to 45 km 
beyond Byrd Glacier fjord. Presumably, rift length increases as 
the ice stream velocity increases, so that a surging ice stream 
could punch through a sufficiently narrow ice shelf. 

Viscoplastic instability changes the field of maximum sur- 
face shear stress from the one shown in Figure 17 to the one 
shown in Figure 21. In plasticity theory, Figure 21 shows the 
slip line field for plastic slabs compressed between rigid paral- 
lel plates, one plate being perfectly rough (k = 1) and the other 
plate perfectly smooth (k = 0). The plastic slabs are the lateral 
shear zones of width W alongside an ice stream where vis- 
coplastic instability has created strain-softened ice. The central 

zone of the ice stream moves as a rigid slab between these 
shear zones if laminar flow predominates. However, if either 

extending or compressive flow exists in the central zone, it will 

deform like a plastic slab compressed between frictionless 
plates. These plates would be the lateral shear zones. Com- 

paring velocity profiles across Antarctic and Greenland ice 

streams [Swithinbank, 1963; Carbonnell and Bauer, 1968] 
shows that the width of the lateral shear zones decreases as ice 

velocity and ice temperature increase. This is possible only if 

these increases resulted from viscoplastic instability which 
created an easy glide ice fabric in the shear zones. The distribu- 
tion of maximum surfaceshear stresses shown in Figure 21 is 
the result and can therefore be expected during an ice stream 
surge. Weertman [1969] believes that these fast-moving ice 
streams are indeed surging. 

g. Convection Flow in Ice Streams 

Convection flow in an ice sheet may arise from vertical 

density inversions caused by the increase in ice temperature 
toward the bed [Hughes, 1976]. The ice stream modification of 

ice sheet convection would arise from horizontal density 
gradients caused by an increase in ice temperatures toward ice 

streams. In both cases the increase in temperature is due to an 

increase in frictional heat generated by shear deformation. If 
frictional heating at the base and along the sides of an ice 

stream does indeed make the ice stream significantly hotter 
than adjacent ice, the ice stream may rise en masse as a rigid 
slab, owing to buoyancy effects. Orowan [1965] has analyzed 
the similar problem of a hot slab rising in the earth's mantle, 
and his analysis is easily modified for ice streams, as is shown 

in Figure 21. Consider an ice stream in a shallow subglacial 

bedrock trench ending at the continental shelf margin, as is 
the case for the major ice streams in West Antarctica. As the 
ice stream flows toward the ice sheet margin, frictional heat 

expands ice in the vertical shear zones alongside the ice stream. 

Buoyancy then moves this hot ice upward, to be replaced by 

colder ice moving in from the sides by normal advective flow. 
To apply Orowan's analysis, if d is the thickness of hot ice in 
the shear zone and h is the thickness of the ice sheet, the 

temperature difference t5 T between the shear zone and adjacent 
ice needed to cause ice stream convection is 

•T = [(1 + •r/2)W + 3d]ao/ogdWav (101) 

where d < h, W is the width of the shear zone, p is mean ice 

density, g is gravity acceleration, ao is the yield stress of ice in 
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ADVECTIVE FLOW CONVECTIVE FLOW 

Fig. 21. The field of maximum shear stress in an ice stream when advective horizontal flow in the surface plan view and 
convective vertical flow in the transverse profile views are influenced by viscoplastic instability. In advective flow, 
longitudinal strain rates predominate toward the center, where the shear stress trajectories are orthogonal straight lines, and 
shear strain rates predominate toward the sides, where the shear stress trajectories are orthogonal cycloids, creating four- 
pole and single-pole ice fabrics in widths 23, and IV, respectively, separated by transitional ice fabrics in widths A - 3, - IV. 
For an outlet glacier, 2A is the fjord width, and the maximum shear strain rate may occur along the fjord walls, so that IV is 
half the width shown here. In convective flow, vertical shear buoys only the lateral shear zones if widths IV are much hotter 
than flanking ice and buoys the entire ice stream if width 2A is much hotter than flanking ice. If the thickness of cold surface 
ice is comparable to the thickness of hot basal ice, then convection flow must also deform the cold ice overlying the lateral 
shear zones. Hot ice is dotted. 

uniaxial compression, and at, is the volume thermal expansion 
coefficient of ice. As the ice stream accelerates with increased 

convergent flow and basal sliding toward the ice sheet margin, 
frictional heat from longitudinal strain rates may make the 
entire ice stream sufficiently warmer than adjacent ice to be 
buoyed upward en masse. In this case, (101) reduces to 

•iT = ao/ogLav (102) 

where d = h and L is the width of the ice stream. This is the 

interesting case. Since an ice stream is grounded below sea 
level and becomes afloat when it reaches the sea, en masse 
uplift from convection will cause sea water to rush in under the 

ice stream and uncouple it from its bed. An ice stream surge 
should result [Hughes, 1976]. 

For axes x horizontal along the ice stream, y horizontal 
across the ice stream, and z vertical, viscoplastic instability and 
the advective shear stress axy create a single-maximum ice 
fabric in the shear zones alongside the ice stream, the optic 
axes of ice crystals being closely parallel to the y axis. This is 

also an easy glide ice fabric for the convective shear stress azy, 
so the yield stress will be much less than for randomly oriented 
ice crystals in which both easy glide and hard glide occur. The 
yield stress usually assigned to ice when it is treated as a 

perfectly plastic material is ao -• 1.0 bar. However, ao -• 10 
bars for a hard glide fabric, and ao •- 0.1 bar for an easy glide 

fabric. Equations (101) and (102) are plotted in Figure 22 as 

•iT/ao versus W or L for d = 1 km, which is the approximate 
ice thickness when ice streams first become visible on the sur- 

face. Typical widths of major West Antarctic ice streams are 

in the range 25 km < L < 50-km, for which 0.3 ø < •iT < 0.1 ø 
when d = h and ao = 0.1 bar. The ice stream should rise en 

masse under these conditions, because •iT/ao is lowest when 

the width of the hot ice slab is greatest. Hence an ice stream of 

width L >> W is more easily buoyed upward than ice in its 
lateral shear zones of width W, unless shear zone ice is sub- 

stantially hotter than ice in the ice stream as a whole. 

Of course, the surface temperature of an ice stream in a layer 
of depth (h - d) is comparable with the general surface tem- 

perature, which is substantially lower than temperatures 
deeper in the ice stream. Therefore (101) must be used if (h - 

d) -• d, and values of •iT/ao in Figure 22 are too large for ice 
stream convection because the buoyancy stress must overcome 

not only the low-yield stress in hot flanking ice favorably 
oriented for vertical shear, but also the high-yield stress in cold 

overlying ice not favorably oriented for indenting flow. Ice 
stream convection is possible only if (h - d) << d, so that (102) 
applies. 
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Fig. 22. Thermal conditions for ice stream convection according 
to plasticity theory. The temperature difference 6T needed to buoy a 
slab of hot ice having a yield stress ao varies according to the value of' 
ao, the width of the hot slab, and the thickness of cold ice above the 

slab. Values of 6T/ao are given by (101) if the cold ice layer is thick and 
by (102) if the cold ice layer is thin. If the hot slab is confined to the 
lateral shear zones alongside an ice stream, it has widths in the W 
range, but if the hot slab is the entire ice stream, it has widths in the L 
range. 

6. THE BOUNDARIES OF ICE STREAMS 

a. Viscoplastic Instability and 
the Side Ice Stream Boundaries 

A comparison of the surface velocity profile across several 
East Antarctic outlet glaciers [Swithinbank, 1963] with the 

surface velocity profile predicted for homogeneous flow in 
Figure 19 shows progressively poorer agreement as outlet gla- 
cier velocity increases, shear deformation being increasingly 
confined in increasingly narrow zones alongside the outlet 

glacier. Nonhomogeneous flow results if viscoplastic instabil- 
ity has restricted most of the surface velocity gradient to rela- 
tively narrow shear zones alongside ice streams. Byrd Glacier 
has the fastest velocity and, as shown in Figure 2, a velocity 
profile least like that predicted by Figure 19. 

Viscoplastic instability also generates frictional heat where 
sharp strain gradients exist because ice deformation is intense. 
Ice temperature rises in such regions, provided the ice is below 
its pressure melting point. As is shown by Figure 15, the strain 
rate of ice in a given stress regime is increased when its temper- 
ature increases. Hence viscoplastic instability concentrates the 

velocity gradient at the sides of an ice stream by creating an 
easy glide ice fabric at an elevated temperature near these 
boundaries. 

The shape of the Byrd Glacier velocity profile in Figure 2, 
fundamentally different from ice stream velocity profiles pre- 
dicted by (85) and shown in Figure 19, will now be analyzed in 

terms of viscoplastic instability. As with other problems in 

glaciology, viscoplastic instability can be analyzed by using the 

tensor forms of the equilibrium equations 

3 a,j/3j + pg• = 0 (103) 

the compatibility equations 

i,j = }(Pu,/Pj + Pu•/Pi) (104) 

the constitutive equations 

i• -- (r'•-x/,d'•)• ' (105) 

and the boundary conditions, where 

•' = • -•6•ann = • - 6t•P (106) 

and 

r = (}a,•'a,•') x/: (107) 

where i, j, k = x, y, z in succession and represent mutually 

orthogonal coordinates, • are components of the stress ten- 

sor, •' are deviator stress components, • are normal stress 

components, r is the effective stress, P is the hydrostatic pres- 

sure, i• are components of the strain rate tensor, g• are com- 

ponents of the gravity acceleration vector, ut and u• are com- 

ponents of the velocity vector, p is density, n is a viscoplastic 

parameter, A is a rigidity parameter, and 6• is the Kronecker 

delta (6• = 1 when i = j and 6t• = 0 when i • j). See the book 
by Nye [1960b] for a comprehensive introduction to tensor 

theory and the book by Paterson [1969] for application to 
glaciological problems. 

Viscoplastic instability in Byrd Glacier can be studied by 
applying (103)-(107) and the procedures developed by Thomas 

[1973a, b] to the data in Table 1. Take the origin of coordi- 

nates x, y, z at sea level halfway across the velocity profile in 

Figure 2, with x horizontal along the Oord, y horizontal across 

the Oord, and z vertical above the Oord. From (103), assuming 

•xz • •yz • O• 

•ex/•X • -(•e•y/•y) (108) 

•%/•y • -(•ex•/•x) (109) 

•a,/•z • pg (110) 

These assumptions are based on the observation [Giovinetto et 
al., 1966] that the velocity profile in Figure 2 was measured 
across the floating portion of Byrd Glacier. Hence free surface 
boundary conditions prevail at z = h and z = H, where h and 
H are the ice thicknesses above and below sea level. Assuming 

that ice is incompressible, 

dx + dy + •, = 0 (111) 

From (105), (106), (107), and (111 ), 

2r • = ax':'+ •'• + •'• + 2(ax? + 

•x,2 + ß ß • 2 = ] + 

+ + + [(i,x/ix)ex'] 

=2(1 + a + a • + •:)•x' (112) 

where (iy/ix) = a, (;,/;x)= -(1 + a), (;xy/ix)= •, and 
(iy•/ix) • (;•x/ix) • O. From (105) and (112), 

ix• = (r•-'/A•)ex•' 

2 1/2 
= + + + 

= [(1 + a + a: + (11 
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From (104), OUx/Oy = 3;xy = 2•xy for simple shear. Assume 

ffxy' = (y/A)ro, where r0 is the yield shear stress along the 
fjord walls and A is the half width of the glacier. For simple 
shear along the fjord walls, 

u x = 2Gvdy = 2 •. . (ro/AA )nyn dy 

- (n + I)•'•-•A'•A '• (An+• - Y•+•) 

n+ 

: u0 - (114) 

where u0 is the velocity along the ice stream center line. This 

solution assumes that A, n, and (1 + a + a •' + B•')/•' are 
independent of y. 

Strictly speaking, (114) applies only when the glacier be- 

haves isotropically and deforms homogeneously. This means 

that A and n are constant in (114). In fact, ice is highly 

anisotropic, and nonhomogeneous deformation resulting from 

viscoplastic instability should cause A to decrease rapidly as 

the four-pole ice fabric developed by the predominance of ax 

toward the center of Byrd Glacier is transformed to the single- 

pole ice fabric developed by the predominance of axy toward 

the glacier sides (see Figure 4). 

To illustrate the consequences if strain softening due to 
viscoplastic instability is ignored, take A = 12.8 km and u0 = 

2.25 m/d as the half width and maximum velocity of Byrd 
Glacier at section Y - Y' in Figure 2. When (114) is solved by 

using these values and the results are compared with the ob- 

served velocity profile, Figure 23 shows poor agreement for n 

= 3 but fair agreement for n = 9. One might therefore con- 

clude that ice is much further to the plastic end of the vis- 

coplastic spectrum than it actually is. 

When strain softening due to viscoplastic instability is con- 

sidered, then (114) must be modified. Take X as the half width 

of the central region in which a four-pole ice fabric approxi- 

mates isotropic conditions that allow homogeneous deforma- 

tion for ax and u0 - ux as the maximum velocity change across 

this region. Setting A = Ax for 0 < y < X gives 

(115) 

where n, Ax, and (1 + a + a •' + •')/B•' are independent of y. 
Take W as the width of the lateral shear zones, where the 

highly anisotropic single-pole ice fabric results in homo- 

geneous deformation for ffxy, and ux as the maximum velocity 

in this region. Furthermore, the velocity data near the' fjord 
walls in Figure 23 suggest that ffxy' = To is a constant yield 

stress across W. Setting A = Aw for X < y < A gives 

f fA( l+a+ + u• = 2txy dy = 2 •. (ro/Aw) • dy 

- •'•-•A 2 - (A - y) w 

(m/day) 

n--3 
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Fig. 23. The Byrd Glacier velocity data related to viscoplastic 
instability and strain softening alongside an ice stream. Longitudinal 
surface velocities u, across section Y-Y' in Figure 2, reported by 
S,'ithinbanl, [1963] and shown as solid circles, are compared with 
theoretical curves for homogeneous flow, in which the rigidity parame- 
ter A is constant and the shear stress a.•,, varies linearly across the ice 
stream. Agreement is poor for n = 3, the measured viscoplastic param- 
eter of ice, and fair for n = 9, a nearly plastic viscoplastic parameter. 
Agreement is best for n = 3 if A and rr•, vary as shown, which is 
expected if viscoplastic instability creates a four-pole ice fabric in zone 
2X, a single-pole ice fabric in zones W, and transitional ice fabrics in 

zones A - X - W. As is shown in Figure 4, strain softening is much 
more pronounced in a single-pole fabric than in a four-pole fabric. 

To n 

- •r,-• A a 1 - w 

:ux-• 1- (116) 

where n, Aw, and (1 + a + a 2 + B•')/• are independent ofy. 

From Figure 23, take 3_ = 12.8 km as the total half width, W 
= 2.0 km and ux = 1.90 m/d as the width and maximum 

velocity for anisotropic zones alongside Byrd Glacier in (116), 
and X = 8.0 km and u0 - ux = 0.01 m/d as the half width and 

maximum velocity change for the isotropic central zone of 
Byrd Glacier in (115). These equations then give the best fit 
with the observed velocity profile at section Y-Y' of Byrd 
Glacier if Ax • Aw across a transition zone of width A - (X + 

W) = 2.8 km. Note that (114) for n = 9 fits the observed 

velocity profile almost as well as (115) and (116) with n = 3. 

This suggests that homogeneous plastic flow closely approxi- 

mates nonhomogeneous viscoplastic flow. Hence the fact that 

many glaciological problems can be solved to a good approxi- 
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mation by assuming that ice is a perfectly plastic isotropic 

material is a direct result of viscoplastic instability in poly- 

crystalline ice. 

Velocities predicted by (115) and (116) are identical ify = 

is placed in the transition zone at the point where Ax = Aw. 
Outside this zone, from (113) and (114), 

[ (n + l ) W(uo - ux ) ] •/" Aw '• Xux ' Ax (117) 

Substituting (117) into (116) and solving for ro give 

[ (n+ l)/Y•-•A'•(Uo-Ux) .] •/'• ro-• 2(1 + a + a' + •')•'•-•/'}, (118) 

Assume that i, and iy are constant across section Y-Y' and 
are the values averaged between the grounding line and the 

fjord mouth in Table 1. Obtain the variation of ixy across 
section Y-Y' from (104) and the velocity profile in Figure 23. 
These strain rates give a = 0.61 and • = 31 for y > ?,. Take A 
= 12.8 km, X = 10.0 km, Uo = 2.25 m/d, ux = 2.24 m/d, n = 3, 

and Ax = 4.75 bars yr TM for y <5 X, assuming that this part of 
Byrd Glacier has ice fabrics and temperatures similar to the 
Ross Ice Shelf [Thomas, 1971]. Then (117) gives Aw = 0.16 

and Ax = 0.78 bar yr TM, and (118) gives ro = 0.42 bar. The 

variations of A and a,y for this analysis are plotted in Figure 

23, where a transition from Ax to A,, in the vicinity of y = 
gives the u, variation needed to match the observed velocity 
profile. 

Setting W = A - X = 2.8 km in (100) gives k = 0.22 as the 

viscoplastic coupling factor. Hence the effect of viscoplastic 
instability is to substantially uncouple Byrd Glacier from the 
fjord walls, so that the glacier behaves as though it were an ice 

stream of infinite width. The instability theory developed by 
Weertman [1974] for the ice shelf grounding line of a two- 

dimensional ice sheet will therefore apply to any fast-moving 

ice stream draining a marine ice sheet. In this theory, once the 

instability criterion is met, only boundary constraints in the ice 

shelf itself can prevent catastrophic collapse of the marine ice 
sheet. 

b. Ice Shelves and the Front Ice Stream Boundary 

In his two landmark papers, Thomas [1973a, b] developed 

the framework for treating all problems in ice shelf dynamics, 
including their interaction with ice streams. An ice shelf con- 

fined in an embayment and pinned at ice rises offers consid- 
erable resistance to the ice stream when it becomes afloat, so 

will be lower than it would be for a freely floating ice tongue. 

In calculating i,, Thomas [1973a] notes that 

from (105), ax' + ad = (ax - P) + (a, - P) from (106), and 

= -(ix + is) from (111) to obtain 

O. x • O- z O' x • O- z 
O'X t • 

2 + (iy/G) 2 + a 

From (105), (112), and (119), 

ix = (r"-•/A" 

= [(1 + c• + c•' + [•2)(rt-1)/'/art]O'x trt 

A freely floating ice tongue spreads as a result of a•, which is 

the difference between the hydrostatic pressure in the ice and 
the hydrostatic pressure in the water. Spreading is retarded by 

ax when the floating ice tongue is imbedded in a confined and 

pinned ice shelf. 

(119) 

From (108), letting Lz = H + h be the ice tongue thickness, 
o be mean ice density, and Ow be mean water density gives 

1 

-= 
Ow 

The force opposing spreading along x is Fx. Letting L• = 2A 
gives a relationship between ex and F, of 

e,- I 

- LyL• O'x dz dy = LyLz (122) 
Substituting (121) and (122) into (120) gives 

&x=(l+a+az+•z) Ip[h Fx (2 + o•)nA n LyL• 

where LyLz is the cross-sectional area of the ice stream at the 

ice shelf grounding line. 

The two major restraints exerted by a confined and pinned 
ice shelf on the ice stream are the shearing force F• along the 
ice stream-ice shelf boundary and the pinning force F o exerted 
by ice rises on the ice shelf. Therefore 

Fx = F• + F, (124) 

In the work by Thomas [1973a] the expression for F• is ob- 
tained from (108); and since there are two shear zones, 

' Oy )dxdydz 
-• - r--•-ø (h + H)2Ax = -2roLzx (125) 

A 

where x = 0 at the ice shelf grounding line and (0O'xy/Oy) = 
axy/y = ro/A is assumed. In the work by Thomas [1973b] the 
expression for F o was deduced from field data on the Brunt 
Ice Shelf as 

F, '" k/r" (126) 

where r is the radial distance from the ice rise pinning point 
and the value of Fo at a given r in a given direction is deter- 

mined by constants k and •. An ice rise significantly restrains 
the forward motion of an ice shelf over an arc of approxi- 
mately 120 ø upstream from the pinning point. 

As was shown for Byrd Glacier, viscoplastic instability can 
greatly reduce the restraining effect of F, because a•y creates a 
strain-softened ice zone that lubricates the ice stream-ice shelf 

boundary. However, Fo should still be a major restraining 
force because ax creates a strain-hardened ice zone that fans 

out upstream from each pinning point. In fact, Thomas [1976] 
has shown that ice shelf pinning points probably play a deci- 
sive role in stabilizing marine ice sheets. 

Note that ix = 0 when ax = a, in (120). This situation exists 
when the constraints of the ice shelf exactly cancel the driving 
force of an ice stream merging with the ice shelf. Assuming 
that there are no ice rises pinning the ice shelf in this region so 
that F o = 0 in (124), the distance x from the grounding line to 
the point where shear between the ice shelf and the floating 
part of the ice stream results in ix = 0 is obtained by com- 
bining (123), (124), and (125): 

x = (ogh/4ro)Ly (127) 

(123) 
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FLOW DIRECTION - 
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GROUNDED ICE GROUNDING ZONE FLOATING ICE 

Fig. 24. Crevasse patterns in an outlet glacier ice stream related to stresses in the extending, laminar, and compressive 
flow regimes of its grounded, tidal, and floating portions, in a fjord of constant width. Longitudinal, transverse, and shear 
surface stresses are ax, a,,, and axv and resolve into principal surface stresses ax and a2. Transverse-shear crevasses in the 
zone of grounded ice become pure shear crevasses in the tidal zone and longitudinal-shear crevasses in the zone of floating 
ice. Shear-longitudinal crevasses also form in the zone of grounded ice for outlet glaciers and for ice streams in which 
conservation of volume is not maintained by ice moving across the sides of the ice stream. Note that the envelope of 
longitudinal-shear crevasses is strongest along the sides and diverges in the downstream direction, but the envelope of 
shear-longitudinal crevasses is strongest along the center line and converges in the downstream direction. The compressive 
flow zone in the floating portion exists if the frictional drag along the fjord walls exceeds the gravity force pulling floating 
ice through the fjord. Therefore extending flow exists in both grounded and floating ice if viscoplastic instabilit•y largel•y 
uncouples the outlet glacier from the fjord walls by creating a lubricating band of strain-softened ice in the lateral shear 
zones. 

At section Y-Y' across 'the floating part of Byrd Glacier, 
letting h -• 100 m, r -• 0.42 bar, and Ly '-• 26 km in Figures 2 
and 23 gives x -• 140 km. The distance from the Byrd Glacier 
grounding line to the end of the longest lateral rift in Figure 2 
is x -• 97 km. Hence either pinning points exist in this region 
so that Fv > 0, or F8 > 0 for about 43 km beyond the longest 
lateral rift, or F8 > 0.42 bar along the rifts, or a combination of 
these factors exists. In any case, r0 • 0.42 bar is expected be- 
yond the ends of the lateral rifts where viscoplastic instability 
should transform the strain-softened ice along the rifts into the 
strain-hardened ice typical of ice shelves. That is, the single- 
pole ice fabric created by trxy in simple shear becomes a four- 
pole ice fabric created by trx in uniaxial extension, as shown in 
Figure 4. 

c. Crevasse Patterns and the Surface 
Ice Stream Boundary 

The Hopkins [1862] theory of crevasse patterns, which has 
been described and expanded by Nye [1952], assumes that the 
longitudinal tensile or compressive stress is substantially con- 
stant across an ice stream or outlet glacier. Figure 19 shows 

that these stresses generally decrease from the center to the 
side of an ice stream if flow is homogeneous. However, vis- 

coplastic instability will tend to make the longitudinal stresses 
more constant across the ice stream because the easy glide ice 

fabric developed by trxy toward the sides of the ice stream is a 
hard glide ice fabric for trx. Hence strain softening for trxy is 
strain hardening for trx, and since trxy dominates toward the 
sides, trx must increase in these regions. This increase offsets 
the decrease in Figure 19 and is predicted by the flow curve in 

Figure 3. Therefore viscoplastic instability suggests that the 
Hopkins-Nye crevasse theory is correct, so it will now be ap- 
plied to ice streams and outlet glaciers. 

Consider a parallel sided ice stream. Let its thickness remain 
constant. Then t• = 0, so that t• = -t.• by (111) and try' = -try' 

by (105). The effect of a tensile or compressive tx along the ice 
stream is to make the ice stream contract (negative ty) or 

expand (positive iy) because the ice stream sides are defined by 
maximum slope surface inflection lines. This is the situation in 
Figure 18, where ice flowing across the sides of the ice stream 

completely accounts for the longitu•!inal strain rate. In this 
case the ice stream behaves as if its sides were free surfaces, so 

that ay = 0 at the surface. On the other hand, let the ice stream 

width remain constant. Then •y = 0, so that •x = -•z by (111) 
and ax' = -az' by (105). Then the ice stream thins (negative ;•) 

or thickens (positive i•) as •x is tensile or compressive. This is 

the situation when an ice stream passes through a fjord where 
no ice flows across its sides. In this case the ice stream behaves 

as if its sides were rigid surfaces, so that try' = 0 by (105) and 
try '-- •trx at the surface by both (106) and tr• = P = 0 at the 

surface. In general both the width and the thickness change, so 

that 0 < last -< 6l a•l. The two extremes are try = 0, if the ice 
stream laterally expands or contracts to relieve try completely 
as trx changes, and try '-- a,,/2, if the ice stream sides remain 
fixed regardless of variations in a•. 

Mohr's circles can be constructed to give the magnitude and 

direction of the maximum and minimum principal stresses trx 
and a,., respectively, corresponding to the values of a•, try, and 
trxy at various positions y across the ice stream plotted in 
Figure 18. Crevasses open normal to principal tensile stresses, 
with major cravasses normal to a tensile ax and minor cre- 

vasses normal to a tensile a,.. The relationships of tr• and tr,. to 
trx, try, and axy are 

trl '-- trX 'j- fly) 'j- [{(fix -- tr 2 21/2 y) + try ] (128) 

tr,. = l(trx + try) - [t(trx - %)•' + trxy"] '/•' (129) 

Note that 2•/2axy = a,, when ax = 2ay and tr• = 0 or tr,. = 0. 

Figure 24 shows the three categories of crevasse patterns ex- 

pected for the three principal stress combinations. 

In the pure shear crevasse category, tr,, = 0, so that try = 0 
and I trxyl = tr• = -a,.. Crevasses are linear, are aligned at 45 ø 
to the ice stream sides, and gradually vanish toward the ice 

stream center line where trxy = O. 

In the extending flow crevasse category, trx is tensile, so that 

try is tensile or zero. Since tr•y = 0 along the center line of the 

ice stream, trx opens primary transverse crevasses, and try 
opens secondary longitudinal crevasses in this region. As trxy 
increases toward the ice stream sides, these crevasses curve 

because they acquire an increasing shear component. The 
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Fig. 25. Map showing locations of preliminar• Landsat image 
mosaics assembled from ERTS ! photography over West Antarctica 
and adjacent parts of East Antarctica. 

primary crevasses therefore meet the ice stream sides at an 

angle between 45 ø and 90 ø , depending on the relative strength 
of ax and axy along the sides. The secondary crevasses, being 
orthogonal to the primary crevasses, would meet the ice 

stream sides at angles between 0 ø and 45 ø, depending on the 
relative strength of try and rrxy. If as becomes compressive 
toward the ice stream sides, however, the secondary crevasses 
will die out with increasing distance from the center line. For 
example, in the case of an ice stream whose width is unaffected 

by ax variations, as is compressive when 2x/•axy > ax = 2ay. 
In the compressive flow crevasse category, a,, is compressive, 

so that O-y is compressive or zero, and axy is the only stress 
component capable of making a• tensile. Since axy = 0 along 
the center line of the ice stream, no tensile principal stresses 
exist in this region, so no crevasses can form. However, as a,y 
increases toward the sides of the ice stream, shear crevasses 

having a compressive component can open. The compressive 
component bends the shear crevasses in the opposite sense to 
that expected by a tensile component, so that the crevasses 

intersect the ice stream sides at an angle between 0 ø and 45 ø . 
These crevasses will not form until a• is tensile, which occurs 

when 2•/•O'xy > rr x = 2try. 

All but a few West Antarctic ice streams are absorbed by 
confined and pinned ice shelves, and so it is expected that their 
grounded portion (0 < k < I in (88)-(90))will experience 
extending flow and their floating portion (k = 0 in (88)-(90)) 
will experience compressive flow. The surface crevasse pattern 
should change accordingly. To refer to Figure 24, therefore, 

the tension-shear pattern should predominate in the grounded 
portion, the pure shear pattern should predominate across the 

portion where ungrounding occurs, and the compression-shear 

pattern should predominate in the floating portion. Photo 

interpretation of ice stream crevasse patterns can therefore in 

principle be used to obtain an initial impression of the location 

and width of the ice dome-ice shelf junction for a given ice 
stream. In fact, ice stream dynamics are rarely so simple. Since 

the aerial photographs are taken at an instant of time, they 
show the location and width of the grounding zone at a spe- 
cific point in the tidal cycle along the ice dome-ice shelf 

junction. Ice thinning caused by tidal flexure may localize and 
magnify the crevasse pattern caused by the transition from 

extending flow to compressive flow across the junction, espe- 
cially if the widths of the tidal zone and grounding zone are 
comparable [Thiel and Ostenso, 1961]. Tidal flexure stress 
fields must therefore also be considered. 

7. PHOTO INTERPRETATION OF ICE STREAMS 

USING ERTS 1 IM^GER¾ 

a. Viscoplastic Instability in Ice 
and Glacial Crevasse Patterns 

Theoretical investigations presented in the preceding sec- 

tions can be field tested through the use of aerial photographs 
taken from artificial satellites in polar or near-polar orbits. 
The theoretical investigations related crevasses in ice streams 

and outlet glaciers to viscoplastic instability in polycrystalline 
ice and reached five conclusions. (1) Slow steady state creep is 
unstable because it is controlled by hard glide, which is a 

condition of viscoplastic instability between transient and 

transitional creep. (2) Transitional creep begins with vis- 
coplastic instability at the upper yield stress and occurs during 
recrystallization from an ice fabric in which the strain rate is 

controlled by hard glide to one in which the strain rate is 

controlled by easy glide. (3) Transitional creep ends in fast 
steady state creep at the lower yield stress, which is stable 

because it is controlled by easy glide. (4) Fracture is expected 
in zones of viscoplastic instability because of the accelerated 

strain rates which accompany ice recrystallization. (5) Frac- 

ture causes transverse crevasses along a grounded ice stream, 

shear crevasses along ice stream sides, and either longitudinal 

or transverse crevasses along a floating ice stream, depending 

on whether or not it merges with a confined and pinned ice 
shelf. Crevasses are among the more easily recognizable fea- 
tures in the Landsat image mosaics reproduced in Figure 26. 

These mosaics were obtained from ERTS 1 photographs 
through the courtesy of W. R. MacDonald and the United 

States Geological Survey. The index map gives their locations. 
Southard and MacDonald [1974] and MacDonald [1976a, b, c] 

have described ERTS 1, presented maps of the polar areas 
covered by ERTS 1 space imagery, and given examples of how 
image mosaics can be used to improve mapping, monitor 
meteorological conditions, and study ice dynamics in the Ant- 
arctic. 

Figure 26 presents reproductions of preliminary Landsat 
image mosaics for West Antarctica and the adjacent parts of 
East Antarctica which are important in addressing the ques- 

tion, 'Is the West Antarctic ice sheet disintegrating?' Unfortu- 
nately, areas in latitudes higher than 80øS are not scanned by 
ERTS 1, and some of the details in latitudes which are scanned 

have been lost in the reproduction process. In the discussion 
which follows the original image mosaics should be examined 

when the features described are not visible in Figure 26. The 
original image mosaics are in the 1:500,000 to 1:1,000,000 

scale range, for which crevasse and flow patterns in the Ant- 

arctic ice dome-ice stream-ice shelf system are clearly visible. 
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Fig. 26a. Victoria Land coast; scale, 1'1.000,000. 

Fig. 26. Reproductions of preliminary Landsat image mosaics assembled from ERTS I photography over West 
Antarctica and 'adjacent parts of East Antarctica. These reproductions were reduced from 1:500,000 to 1: 1,000,000 scale 
image mosaics provided through the courtesy of William R. MacDonald and the United States Geological Survey. The 
preliminary Landsat (ERTS) image mosaics were compiled by W. R. MacDonald under experiments conducted under 
USGS/NASA proposal SR-149, 'Cartographic Application of ERTS/RBV Imagery in Polar Regions,' January I, 1972. 
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Fig. 26c. McMurdo Sound region' scale, 1'500,000. 

b. Distinguishing Ice Shelf Grounding 

Lines by Crevasse Patterns 

According to the tidal flexure analysis in section 4, a 

primary tidal flexure crevasse is expected along the grounding 
lines of ice shelves and floating ice streams or outlet glaciers, 

where the angle between floating ice and the sea floor is ex- 

pected to be large, so that to and fro oscillations of the junc- 
tion during tidal cycles will be small. Secondary tidal flexure 
crevasses on the ice shelf may occur in zones parallel to the ice 

shelf grounding lines, crevasse depth decreasing in successive 
zones. Only one or two zones of secondary tidal flexure cre- 
vasses have been observed [Swithinbank, 1955]. By themselves, 

tidal flexure cracks are small, but they may perturb the general 

stress field enough to cause massive stress relief via crevassing 
in the tidal zone. Hence the band of intensive crevassing along 

the tidal zone may be several kilometers wide, enough to be 

detected by ERTS 1 imagery. Bands do appear around Roose- 

velt Island and Berkner Island in Figures 26d and 26j. These 

islands are known grounded ice domes surrounded by the 
Ross and Filchner-Ronne ice shelves, respectively, so it is quite 

possible that the bands represent zones of tidal flexure cre- 

vasses accentuated by shear crevasses caused by ice flowing 

around these domes. Hence such bands in the ERTS 1 imagery 

may identify other grounding lines for these ice shelves. Fig- 

ures 26e, 26f, and 26g show similar bands along West Antarc- 

tic coasts in the Amundsen and Bellingshausen seas, where ice 

shelves abut glaciated islands. These bands are also probably 

zones of tidal flexure and shear crevasses along ice shelf 

grounding lines [Thiel and Ostenso, 1961]. 

Surface crevasses identify the major ice streams which feed 

the ice shelves fringing West Antarctica. These ice streams 
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Fig. 26d. Roosevelt Island-Mount Siple. 





Fig. 26f. Thurston Island-Thwaites area; scale, 1' 1,000,000. 
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Fig. 26i. Ellsworth Mountains; scale, 1'500,000. 
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Fig. 26k. Filchner Ice Shelf. 

begin on the ice domes and end in the ice shelves, so they are 
partly grounded and partly afloat. Transverse grounding lines 
for the floating portions cannot generally be detected across 
ice streams because the angle between the ice shelf and the sea 
floor is often so small that grounding occurs across a broad 
zone that oscillates with the tide. Tidal flexure is therefore 

minimized, and any tidal flexure cracks which do form would 
probably be indistinguishable from transverse crevasses 
caused by extending flow in the ice stream. However, longitu- 
dinal grounding lines alongside ice streams are generally nar- 

row with minimal tidal oscillation because the angle between 
the ice shelf and the bed is a maximum on the sides of bedrock 

channels eroded by ice streams. Tidal flexure is therefore max- 

imized, and tidal flexure cracks will probably localize shear 
crevasses in rifts alongside the ice stream. These rifts will 

disappear upstream across the transverse grounding zone of 
the floating ice stream, allowing this zone to be located even 

though transverse tidal flexure crevasses may not exist in the 

zone. When this logic is applied to West Antarctic ice streams 
in Figures 25 and 26, it seems clear that Carlson Inlet in 
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Figures 26h and 26i is probably a forked ice stream, with 
Kealey Ice Rise at the fork. Hence Fletcher Ice Rise separating 
Carlson Inlet from Rutford Ice Stream is a grounded lobe of 

the West Antarctic ice sheet. Kealey and Fletcher ice rises are 

not true ice rises completely surrounded by the Ronne Ice 
Shelf because the bands identified with tidal zones do not 

surround them completely. 

c. Distinguishing Outlet Glacier Ice 

Streams by Crevasse Patterns 

Ice streams become outlet glaciers when they flow in fjords 

through coastal mountains because an ice sheet usually covers 
coastal islands but not coastal mountains. Hence ice streams 

that become outlet glaciers have rock sides instead of ice sides. 
However, suppose that an ice stream has rock walls partway 
up its sides and ice walls the rest of the way up. Does it behave 
like an outlet glacier? A practical decision can be made by 

comparing the observed surface crevasse pattern with the pat- 
terns predicted for free and rigid side boundaries. As shown in 
Figure 24, these crevasse patterns are identical except that 

longitudinal crevasses form during extending flow in outlet 
glaciers because ice pulls away from the rock walls. Without 
rock walls, ice would move laterally to replace the lateral 

contraction resulting from longitudinal extension. Transverse 
crevasses denote extending flow for both ice stream boundary 
conditions. Hence if an ice stream has both transverse and 

longitudinal crevasses in the same region, this region is behav- 

ing more like an outlet glacier, so that its sides are bounded by 
subglacial mountains close to the surface. 

This is an important result from analyzing crevasse patterns 
because outlet glaciers generally cross a high bedrock upward 
step when they pass between coastal mountains, even if the 
mountains are subglacial, whereas low bedrock up-down sills 
usually exist where ice streams pass between coastal islands. 
The retreat of an ice shelf grounding line which accompanies 

surges of ice streams is halted by a high bedrock sill or step. 
Hence an outlet glacier surge is stabilized by its high bedrock 

step, but other ice stream surges can propagate into the heart 
of the marine ice sheet unless a high bedrock sill exists in the 
ice stream channel. Both Thwaites Glacier and Pine Island 

Glacier in Figure 26f and Stancomb-Wills Glacier in Figure 

26k have punched through their confining ice shelf fringes and 
seem to be surging ice streams. Why have their grounding lines 
not retreated inland to create huge ice shelves comparable to 

the Ross and Filchner-Ronne ice shelves created by surges of 

the ice streams in Figures 26d, 26h, 26i, and 26j? The answer is 
that Thwaites, Pine Island, and Stancomb-Wills glaciers are 

outlet glacier ice streams passing between subglacial islands or 
mountains, as revealed by their longitudinal crevasses. Hence 

high bedrock sills or steps have probably checked grounding 
line retreat. 

d. Monitoring Calving Bay Stability 
From Crevasse Patterns 

Calving bays develop when an ice stream punches through 

the ice shelf fringing marine portions of an ice sheet and begins 
to surge. ERTS imagery can be used to monitor calving bays 

when they develop, and the crevasse patterns that develop will 
determine whether the calving bay exists in stable, unstable, or 

metastable equilibrium. As is shown in Figure 27, an ice 

stream merging with an ice shelf at the edge of the continental 
shelf is stabilized by the buttressing effect of the ice shelf, 
frictional drag along the ice stream sides, and a low bedrock 

sill where the ice stream becomes ungrounded. The'ice stream 

is in unstable equilibrium because it will surge if critical thresh- 

olds are exceeded in these boundary regions. If the ice shelf 

narrows by calving, the ice stream can punch through it. If 

viscoplastic instability occurs in its lateral shear zones, strain 

softening largely uncouples the ice stream along its sides. If 

relative sea level rises sufficiently, the ice stream grounding line 
will retreat over the bedrock sill. The ice stream is in unstable 

equilibrium if the resulting surge causes catastrophic retreat of 

the ice stream grounding line and of the maximum slope 

inflection line at the ice stream-ice dome junction because 

these retreats draw down the marine portion of the ice sheet. 

The ice stream is in stable equilibrium when its retreating 

grounding line stops at the high bedrock step separating the 
marine and terrestrial portions of the ice sheet. This step 

usually occurs at the end of a fjord through coastal mountains 

that often form the boundary between a continental shield and 
a continental shelf. The ice stream then becomes an outlet 

glacier. As is suggested by Figure 1, Byrd Glacier probably 

had this history. 

Monitoring crevasse patterns for the ice streams in Figures 

25 and 26 by using ERTS imagery over a period of years will 

identify calving bays as they develop and will determine 
whether they are stable, unstable, or metastable. At present, 
stable calving bays are expected for outlet glaciers draining 
East Antarctica through the Transantarctic Mountains, un- 

stable calving bays are expected for ice streams draining West 
Antarctica along deep bedrock troughs in sectors of the Ross 

and Weddell seas, and metastable calving bays are expected 
for ice streams draining West Antarctica over low narrow 

bedrock sills in sectors of the Amundsen and Bellingshausen 

Seas. This is because East Antarctica is basically a continental 

shield fringed by mountains and West Antarctica is basically a 
continental shelf fringed by island arcs. 

Calving bays were first described by Hoppe [1948] in recon- 
structing deglaciation of the Scandinavian ice sheet over the 

Gulf of Bothnia. Calving bays fringe the West Antarctic ice 

sheet because it is a marine ice sheet [Mercer, 1968] whose 

margin is grounded far below sea level. Ice streams typically 
drain marine ice sheets [Hughes, 1973b, 1975a] and can easily 

plow through normal pack ice covering polar oceans. Ice 

streams fringing marine ice sheets have an inherent tendency 
to surge when relative sea level exceeds a critical value [Weert- 

man, 1974], and these surges cannot be contained by pack ice. 
However, ice stream surges might be restrained by an ice shelf 

lying in a confining embayment, frequently grounded on pin- 
ning points in the embayment and having a grounding line 

thickness comparable to the ice stream thickness. In such cases 
a steady state calving bay extends along the ice shelf barrier 

where icebergs are released. However, ice shelves are nearly 
flat, so that if minor warming of the air along the ice shelf 

margin moves the top surface equilibrium line above the cal- 

ving barrier, this equilibrium line immediately moves from the 

calving barrier to near the grounding line. Similarly, minor 
warming of the ocean along the calving barrier can cause a 

major retreat of the bottom surface equilibrium line under the 
ice shelf. Thus ice shelves exist in metastable equilibrium; their 

calving margins are stable for small temperature perturbations 

but become unstable when a critical temperature perturbation 

is exceeded. When this happens, a formerly steady state cal- 

ving bay becomes a catastrophic calving bay that migrates 

landward or seaward in response to a critical degree of climatic 
warming or cooling. 

Landward migration of a catastrophic calving bay brings 
the calving barrier of an ice shelf closer to its grounding line. 

Eventually, the surging ice streams can punch through the ice 

shelf because tidal flexure-lateral shear crevasses along the 
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Fig. 27. The development of a calving bay from an ice stream surge in the marine portion of an ice sheet. Successive 
stages are shown in (left) surface plan and (right) longitudinal profile pairs proceeding from top to bottom. White areas are 
grounded ice, dotted areas are floating ice, black areas are seawater, checked areas are bedrock, and line segments are 
surface crevasses. This ice stream begins as an outlet glacier in a fjord through coastal mountains and continues across the 
continental shelf to merge with an ice shelf beyond the continental slope. Ice stream erosion creates a bedrock step at the 
rear of the fjord and a bedrock sill at the front of the continental shelf. A calving bay begins when the ice stream punches 
through the ice shelf and surges. The surge draws down the ice sheet so that the ice shelf grounding line migrates over the 
low bedrock sill, sweeps across the continental shelf, retreats into the fjord, and stops at the high bedrock step. The 
retreating grounding line converts the marine portion of the ice sheet into an ice shelf. A calving bas follows the retreating 
grounding line and sections the ice shelf into tabular icebergs along crevasses created by stress fields in the ice stream and 
along the ice shelf margin. 

floating part of the ice stream uncouple it from the ice shelf for 
considerable distances, as shown by the rifts between Byrd 
Glac{er and the Ross Ice Shelf in Figure 2. Ice stream surges 
are then no longer effectively contained by the ice shelf and can 
increase their velocity manyfold. The accelerated surge rapidly 
draws down the marine ice sheet, allowing the calving bay to 

follow the ice stream grounding line into the heart of the ice 

sheet. Hence a relatively minor climatic fluctuation along the 
ice shelf calving barrier can unleash glacial dynamic processes 
independent of climate that cause calving bays to 
remorselessly carve out the living heart of a marine ice sheet. 
Each stage of this process can be monitored for West Antarc- 
tica from ERTS 1 imagery. The transition from a steady state to 

a catastrophic calving bay is recorded as a massive fluctuation 
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of an ice shelf calving margin. An ice stream surge is recorded 

as a rapid increase in surface crevasse density. An ice stream 

punching through an ice shelf is recorded by the changing 

pattern of surface crevasses as extending flow replaces com- 

pressive flow in t:he floating portion. Disintegration of the 
West Antarctic ice sheet is recorded as retreat of crevasses 

along the grounding zone of its fringing ice shelves. 

8. DISCUSSION 

This review subscribes to the research strategy outlined by 

Fletcher [1972] for studying dynamic systems. In his strategy 

the critical questions to be answered are in order. 

1. What are the most energetic parts of the system? 

2. What factors force the motion of these parts? 

3. Are any of these factors subject to time variations? 

4. What physical processes are associated with these varia- 
tions? 

5. To what extent can these processes be described quan- 
titatively? 

6. What observational tests can be designed to evaluate 

concepts of how the dynamic system works? 

Ice streams apparently discharge nearly 90% of West Ant- 

arctic ice into the sea, particularly ice feeding the Ross Ice 

Shelf [Hughes, 1972a, pp. 31-32]. They are probably the most 
energetic parts of the Antarctic ice sheet [Hughes, 1973a, pp. 

56-67]. They are also the most likely parts to become unstable 
and cause a surge of the ice sheet [Hughes, 1973a, pp. 26-47]. 

Instability probably originates along the maximum slope in- 

flection lines which separate the ice stream from the ice dome 

[Hughes, 1973a, pp. 48-67] and along ice dome-ice shelf junc- 

tions which separate the grounded and floating portions of ice 

streams [Hughes, 1973a, pp. 68-85]. Inflection lines and 

grounding lines are probably the most energetic parts of ice 
streams. 

Factors forcing the motion of ice streams are not well under- 
stood, but the main factor causing ice streams to move so fast 

is probably a progressive uncoupling of the ice from the bed. 

Since all West Antarctic ice streams are grounded below sea 

level, a thickening water layer separates the ice from bedrock 

as uncoupling progresses. The basal shear stress cannot be 

transmitted across this water layer, so the ice stream acceler- 

ates as the water layer thickens. A full-scale surge of the six 
major West Antarctic ice streams feeding the Ross Ice Shelf is 

probably restrained only by their energy dissipation in this ice 

shelf [Robin, 1975]. The elevation difference along an ice 
stream, the temperature difference across an ice stream, and 

the convergence of flow toward an ice stream are the factors in 

the vertical longitudinal plane, the vertical transverse plane, 
and the horizontal plane, respectively, which cause the ice 

stream to become uncoupled from its bed. But just how these 

factors operate and interact is an unanswered question. 

Time variations in the forcing factors pinpoint a critical 
philosophical question, examined elsewhere [Hughes, 1973a, 

pp. 14-29]. Is the ice dome-ice stream-ice shelf system in 
fundamental equilibrium? If so, most time variations would 

probably not lead to any massive instability in the system 

because they would be reversible perturbations of a stable 

regime. But is the ice dome-ice stream-ice shelf system in 

fundamental disequilibrium and continually in search of an 
equilibrium state? In this case, some time variations would 

probably change the dynamics of the whole system in a funda- 

mental way because they would be irreversible perturbations 
of an unstable regime. The true state of equilibrium for the 
system is probably a balance of stabilizing and alestabilizing 

tendencies inherent in dynamic systems having stable, un- 

stable, and metastable components. In general, short-term 

variations, such as the influence of tidal cycles on the ice 

dome-ice shelf junction, cannot cause irreversible per- 

turbations of the system because they reverse before the system 

can fully respond to their effects. Long-term variations, such 
as the isostatic response of bedrock to absolute migration of 
ice dome-ice stream surface inflection zones or ice shelf-ice 

stream grounding zones, can cause irreversible perturbations 
of the system even if the variations are slow. Hence the ice 

dome-ice stream-ice shelf system is probably fundamentally 

stable for short-term variations and fundamentally unstable 

for long-term time variations. This is the condition of metas- 

table equilibrium. If the West Antarctic ice dome-ice 

stream-ice shelf dynamic system exists in this condition, a 
critical question is what scale of time variations of what forc- 

ing factors irreversibly changes the energy balance of the.sys- 
tem. 

The physical processes associated with time variations of the 
forcing factors which move the ice dome-ice stream-ice shelf 

system can be classified as external and internal processes. The 

external processes are climatic changes over the ice sheet 

(changes in atmospheric albedo, storm patterns, temperature, 

precipitation, and solar input), tectonic changes under the ice 
sheet (changes in isostatic equilibrium, geothermal flux, epi- 
sodic volcanism, and crustal plate migration), and oceano- 

graphic changes around the ice sheet (changes in sea ice distri- 
bution, sea level, currents, temperature, and salinity). The 

internal processes are changing flow patterns (resulting from 

migrations of ice margins, ice streams, ice domes, and ice 
divides), changing temperature fields (resulting from changes 
in the distribution of meltwater over the bed, changes in bed 

topography due to glacial erosion-deposition processes, and 
possibly from changing thermal convection regimes in the ice 
sheet), and changing velocity distributions (resulting from the 

changing flow patterns and temperature fields). All the inter- 
nal and external physical processes interact to create various 

positive and negative feedback mechanisms in the ice 

dome-ice stream-ice shelf system. 

Quantitative descriptions of the feedback mechanisms must 

rely on numerical modeling using high-speed computers. Fi- 
nite difference modeling seems best suited for treating the 

dynamics of the ice dome-ice stream-ice shelf system as a 

whole, but finite element modeling promises to give a deeper 

insight into the most energetic parts of the system. Any phe- 

nomenon in nature can be analyzed quantitatively by using 

two distinct approaches. On the one hand, the phenomenon 

can be idealized and simplified so that an exact analytical 

solution to an approximation of the phenomenon is possible. 
On the other hand, the phenomenon can be modeled so that an 

approximate numerical solution to the actual phenomenon is 
possible. In general, an analytical solution of the idealized 

problem is necessary before a numerical solution of the real 

problem is possible, because the major features of the problem 

must first be understood. This is usually possible if the prob- 
lem is idealized. Hence this review outlines several idealized 

solutions for problems related to ice streams and their inter- 
actions with ice domes and ice shelves. 

The observational tests designed to evaluate concepts of 
how the ice dome-ice stream-ice shelf system works must rely 

on proven techniques. Photo interpretation of Landsat image 
mosaics is a new technique particularly suited to the study of 
ice streams. This review used this technique to test idealized 

analytical solutions of ice dynamics problems associated with 
ice streams. Other major techniques are studies of absolute 

surface velocities by geoceiver positioning, surface strain dis- 
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tributions by strain networks, bed profiling by radar sounding, 

ice-bed coupling by radar and seismic sounding, internal ice 

structures using geophysical methods (radar, seismic, and elec- 
trical resistivity profiling) and core hole drilling (ice fabric, 

texture, density, and purity profiling), internal ice dynamics by 
deep drilling (temperature profiles, deformation profiles, and 

basal sliding), and inflection line-grounding line dynamics by 
measuring gravity, tilt, and elevation variations. These and 

other observational tests of proven or potential worth and 

their limitations have been discussed by Bentley et al. [1972]. 

An ice stream begins in an ice dome and ends in an ice shell 
and since it transports most of the ice, it is in effect the junction 

between an ice dome and an ice shelf. This junction is the zone 

where rock, ice, and water meet, so it is critically sensitive to 

all three components of the earth's cryosphere-hydrosphere- 
atmosphere climatic machine. Ice sheets grow or shrink, sea 

level rises or falls, and the atmosphere warms or cools, de- 
pending on what happens in this zone. The ice dome-ice shelf 

junction is also the zone where glacial erosion stops and glacial 
deposition begins, especially in ice streams. It is therefore a 

fundamental threshold in the glacial geological record. Fresh- 
water melted from the ice shelf or discharged from under the 

ice dome may form a continuous layer above the heavier sea 

water under the ice shelf. Tidal pumping of the ice shelf might 

therefore generate internal gravity waves in the stratified water 
which are focused at the ice dome-ice shelf junction. Shoaling 
of these waves along the junction may be a major mechanism 

for eroding both ice and bedrock via the abrasive action of 

rock particles entrained in the water [Cacchione and Southard, 

1974]. Bottom crevasses also form along the ice dome-ice shelf 

junction and can extend much further into the ice than top 
crevasses because they are flooded by water [Weertman, 1973]. 

These bottom crevasses, filled with sea ice, may be weak zones 
in the ice shelf which help determine iceberg calving rates 
along the ice shelf barrier and therefore partly control ice shelf 
stability [Hughes, 1974, 1975a]. Finally, absolute retreat or 
advance of the ice dome-ice shelf junction will provide an 

ultimate answer to the question, 'Is the West Antarctic ice 

sheet disintegrating?' [Hughes, 1973b, 1975a; Weertman, 1974; 
Thomas, 1976]. 
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